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o' lock, lie joint session
and the president returned to the
While Mouse.
Mrs. Wilson, with her daughters,
Kl.eunor and Margaret occupied places
in a private gallery.
Secretary Tumulty and ull the members of the cabinet hud places on the
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force early action. Senator Williams
of Mississippi announced that it, was
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Washington, D. C, Dec. 2. Efforts
to get an agreement to vote in the
senate on the currency bill on Saturday, December 2, failed today, but
the senate Democrats began an energetic program which they expect will
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Senator Ilristow attacked in unmeasured terms and at length the Democratic program, and declared the Democrats proposed to pass a bill by "physical exhaustion," instead of fair and
free debate.
"This has been a body of intellectual discussion, a place where information -- was at a par and physical endurance not at a premium," he cried.
"The place to test physical endur
ance is in the, prize ring, not in the
senate."
Senators Owen nitd Rhafrcvth retorted that Senator Ilristow and the other
Republicans already had delayed the
currency bill by demanding hearings
and prolonging debate.
Republican senators at a conference
decided to formally protest against
the long sessions proposed
by the
Democrats, but to entertain no organized opposition.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 2. President Wilson read his first annual message to congress today at a joint session of both branches at one o'clock in
The message,
the house chamber.
among the briefest documents of its
kind from any president, about 3,000
words long, required less than thirty
minutes for reading, though it treated
unon a variety of subjects.
The Mexican situation President
Wilson dismissed with brief comeut,
re iterating ihe sentiments he expressed in a special address to congress
upon the same subject some time ago,
and expressing the belief that the
Huerta government slowly was crumbling and that the, United States probably would not be obliged to alter its
policy of waiting.
No program for the trust legislation
was presented, further than the mention of the desirability of an early
amendment of the Sherman law, "to
prevent private monopoly more effectually than it has yet been prevented,"
and an announcement that the president would later address a special message to congress dealing solely with
that subject.
The message opened with this comment on the Mexican situation.
"There is but one cloud on our horizon. That has shown itself to the
south of us and hangs over Mexico.
There can be no certain prospect of
peace In America until General Huerta
has surrendered his usurped authority
in Mexico; still, it is understood on
all hands, indeed, that such pretended governments will not be countenanced or dealt with by the government
of the United States. .We are the
friends of cousti&tiotial . government
its
In America; we are more than
friends, we are its champions, because
in no other way can our neighbors, to
whom we would wish in every way to
make proof of our friendship, work out
their own development' in peace and
liberty",
The president observed that the
power and nrestige of the Huerta government was rapidly crumbling and
added.
"We shall not, I believe, be obliged
to alter our policy of watchful wait-

Hermosillo, Mex., Dec. 2 Officials
Juarez, .Mex., Dec. 2. Hasty prepa-- ,
information today from
rations were under way today in the here received
federal deserters that the garrisons at
rebel ranks for the prompt occupation
Guaymas and Mazatlan had been preof Chihuahua, the capital of Chihua-- i paring to evacuate.
It was believed
to
have that this had given rise to the reports
hua state, which is reported
been evacuated by the federal troops from Juarez last night that the two
because of threatened starvation of its west coast ports had fallen into the
30,000 population.
hands of the insurgents- There has
Pointing out that of the important been no disposition by constitutionalfederal strongholds in the north only ists to attack either town, as it has
Monterey and Guaymas remain, Gen- been assumed that sooner later the
eral Francisco Villa, the rebel leader, federals would evacuate voluntarily.
;said Chihuahua would be made the
Both towns were defended by well
base of aggressive activities south- fortified positions and at Guaymas the
ward. When rebel forces will be sent federal gunboats increased the danto pursue General Salvador Mercado, ger to the attacking.
Huerta's military governor who is reIt has been expected for many days
ported to be fleeing to the United that the Mexico City government
States border at Ojinaga with 2,000 would order a concentration of its forc
famished soldiers, and Generals Oroz- - es in tne nortuwest as a maner ot
DEFENSE HAS
co and Salazar, who are said to have j protect;on against further advances of
AN INNING IN
taken to the mountains, Villa declined the constitutionalists, while Guaymas
tn fiftv definitely but said that the and Mazatlan could be taken only with
DR. CRAIG TRIAL
rebel advance toward Mexico City great loss. The value of the federal
would continue briskly.
garrisons of tnose towns would be
Shelhyville, lnd.Dec. 2. Dr. Wil"We will be shooting at the ram- greater, it was believed, if mobilized
liam I). Craig, was portrayed as an
a
month,"
within
parts of Mexico City
with other forces at some more ceninnocent man who was being unmersaid Villa. "We are confident that tral point.
when the people in the capital realize
cifully prosecuted by the state, ill the
that we have captured almost all the
opening statement of the, defense,
Indictments Dismissed.
TITLED GERMAN
north and are in sight of the city's
made by Henry F. Spaan today at. the
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 2. All indicttrial of Craig for the alleged murder
OFFICER
ACTS
gates they will voice their feelings
which they are now afraid to do and ments pending in the United Slates
r,f Dr. Helen Knabe. Mr. Spaan de
LIKE
A
CAD
court
of
here
firms
the
district
the
against
downfall
of
will clamor for the
nied that there was any greater intiusurper. A mob in the capital can El Paso, Tex., Tucson, and Douglas,
macy than that of good friendship beoust Huerta in a day- With 3500 reb- Ariz., arrested on charges of smuggltween Dr. Craig and Dr. Knabe. He
Zabern, Aisace, Germany, Dec. 2.
to
revolutionMexican
arms
the
els and 1G field pieces advanced as far ing
Lieutenant Baron Von Forstner, who
said there was never any promise of
were
dismissed
today by Judge started the trouble between the troops
as Carrizal, 90 miles south of Juarez ists,
marriage or any' talk of maiiage beon the way to Chihuahua, Villa will W. X. Sawtelle, who sustained the and civilians here by referring scorntween the two.
There remains, however,
remain here until he communicates demurrer.
fully to the citizens when he addres"Dr. Knabe was a mannish woman,
with Genera Veuustiano Carranza be- several indictments charging conspir- sed the recruits of his company, aroua fighter, but she was not successful",
fore he personally proceeds south. At acy to smuggle war material across sed still further indignation against
said Mr. Spaan. "She borrowed moChihuahua he expects to join General tho international boundary.
bethe army today by cutting down a
ney from her friends frequently
Indictments had been filed against
Chao and other rebel leaders and with
sahis
lame Alsatian shoemaker with
cause she was unable to make a liva combined force of. 8,000 proceed to- the following business firms and per- bre.
at
ing at the practice of medicines and
wards Zacatecas, the first important sons:
The titled lieutenant was leading a
time of her death she was prethe
55ork & Moye, and
rebel
Other
of
Torreon.
Kraukauer,
south
city
Arms company, of El Paso, half company of the 9!lth infantryto
paring to train herself for physical
forces, Villa said, are to proceed up
culture work."
the west coast toward Guadalajara,
Texas; Albert Steinfeld & Co., A. from the barracks to the country
the morning drill when a
He asserted that her cousin, Dr.
According to late reports which Steinfeld and Hugo Donau, of Tucson: go through
Mercantile company, W. group of workmen recognized Von
A. Knabe knew that she was
Villa said he received by couriers who Phelps-DodgAugusta
Forstner.
They hooted and officer,
traveled overland 130 miles to Villa ;H. Brophy, W. F. Coles, and W. H.
despondent because of her failure in
and
where the telegraph line her, of Bisbee; Douglas Hardware corn- - who at once halted his company
lite, and had told a friend, who would
has been connected with Juarez, the pany, L. D. McCartney, Joseph Slater,' sent a squad of soldiers in pursuit.
hn nmduced as a witness , that she
Knabe would commit
desertion of Chihuahua by tne feder-- j M. M. Tucker, W. E. Schwamm and
The infantrymen succeeded in catchals was brought about by the pres- - .jsadore Ilitsky, of Douglas,
was in readiness early suicide,
ing only one man, a lame shoemaker
Everything
sure of the citizens. The people, it
The true bills pending against Man-wa- who resisted arrest.
At gmlt length the accused man's
today for President Wilson to appear
said, protested that if the federal Uel Escalado, Gregoria Fiores,
Von Forstner then came up and de- before a point session of both houses attoi-nfdescribed the surroundings at
would
rejdora Rivera and Joachim Camillo,
resisted, the fighting
struck him on the head of congress at 1 p. m. to read his first jDl, Knabe-- appartinent on the morn- liberately
result in the wholesale killing of
puted agents of the Mexican insur- with the sharpened edge of his sabre. anual message. The senate met at ,ng llf,r body was found and declared
that the poor were half gents, also were dismissed.
the
11 a. m. under a plan to march to the all of them tended to support
The wound is a dangerous one.
resistarved and that the wealthy
indictments still
The conspiracy
lhe suicide theory.
chamber just before 1.
house
dents could not expect mercy at the pending are against the Shellon-Paynhouse arranged to assemble at noon
& SEVERAL LIVES
hands of the invaders. General Mer- Arms company;
Krakeur, Zork
then recess until the hour for the
and
cado is said to have decided on flight Moye, the Phelps-DodgMercantile
Hours before the time set CANADA TO TAKE
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Belton, Tex.,
been impossible for weeks.
Admittance was by ticket, however,
persons are reported to have perished
Vancouver, P.. C, Dec. 2. If. ii.
Reports received today from the
Medina Resigns, Trouble Starts.
today in a thirty foot wave which and each senator and representative Stevens, Vancouver's parliamentary
telegraph outpost at Villa Ahumada,
EI Paso, Tex., Dec. 2. Juan N. Me- came without warning down Nolan received one.
returned from Ottawa
representative
stated that hundreds of men, women
.
President Wilson arrived at the cap
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and children were fleeing across the dina, chief of staff to Pancho Villa, creek before daybreak.
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ithe federal government, was consiuer- desert from Chihuahua to Ojinaga and is in the El Paso county jail, charged runs through the center of this city. um juai u.u.c
with bringing stolen property to the
pnouu ... .....
Fifty houses along the creek's bank
other points,
he legislation to deal witn tne mucin
away. In the to a joint session of congress.
Hejjvasiou in British Columbia. A rad
Long wagon trains, horses and value of over $3 into the slate. He in Belton were swept W.
room,
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Mrs.
center of town,
speaker
i,cal measure, Mr. Stevens said, would
burros, laden with household goods was arrested last night when he
he was met by a committee of at. the next session of
and valuables, and followed
by a to El Paso, chief of city detectives J. her four children were caught asleep where
in
escorted
setiate.and
and
house
Stan-sethe
l in i.eir home.
the
Polk, carrying
Formerly Hindus were
parliament.
scurrying hoard of people on foot was C. Stansel making the arrest.
rostrum.
to
the
chamber
to
high to the house
barred from Canada under a regulation
Bays he made the arre"st on the fifth child, an infant, escaped
seen.
The joint session and the reading compelling them to travel by direct
It looked as if almost the whole information from Villa himself who ground.
did
not
begin, prompt- steamer from India, there being until
asserted thai Medina had not accountFatalities: A man, his wife and of the message
city, carrying its richest possessions,
at 1, as had been provided, because a few months ago no such service in
had been set In motion suddenly and ed for $14,000 In cash. Medina denies three children were reported in an- ly
.
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of federals, according to the rebel of staft alld was Quitting the rebel
nators were filing over,,
Mmbm. A court decision
was demolished by the !before the
scouts. Among the refugees were service when he came to El Paso,
other side of the capitol.
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tation, was to tne enect cnac, riinuus
Terrazas and Creel families, whose
be
for such causcould
only
deported
lives were threatened by the project- Los Angeles, Dec. 2. W. S. Wind- The creek's rise was the result of a tion committee and a few congresses as would apply to any foreign citl- ed rebel attack on Juarez. These tam, formerly cashier of a bank at downpour of four Hours duration.
men.
families some of whom were heads of Pasadena, now superintendent of a
Galleries packed with a brilliant
banking institutions, had been isolat- - ranch at Quimichis. Mexican territory
and their families FIGHT STARTS ON SAN
!C01"Pany of
ed in Chihuahua for many weeks.
lof Tepic, sent a wireless message to THE DAY IN CONGRESS
greeted tne presiaent, nowever, wnen
FRANCISCO WATER Bit
The reports brought to General (former United States Senator Thomas
tha Cninl aaaclnn flnallv frnt rinu'n tn
Villa were that food supplies were so R. Bard, of Oxnard, today saying he
a
and
All
stood
business.
present
D. c. Dec.
scant that not only the poor but the was being held by constitutionalists
Met at 11a m""
deafening roar of applause swept the
t b co.lfprreli bv
wealthy faced starvation and that fin- until he paid a ransom of $5,000 gold.
't..t'1' f
Refused to agree to vote on the acl- chami,er as Mr. Wilson took his place
V
Dr. W. R. Livingston, president of ministration currency bill on Dec. 20. behind- the desk and
pe"d,n
T P in
ally these representations induced the
read
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wall
wa.er
wnu
ikwk u.
ine
connici
nireci
federals to evacuate.
telethe Quimichis Ranch company,
Recessed to join the house to hear 1:08 o clock .The president read easily
r1)jfornia and failed to protec, ,he
Villa sent couriers south today to graphed to the state department at President Wilson read his annual and
in
his
usual
tone,
clearly
pleasing
f Snn Tn.inin vllev. Sena- learn whether General Chao, the con- AVashiugton asking that a demand message.
.
,
t
which cai rieu ilia wurua to llie uuura Vor "OIKS
in.- - uri.
stitutionalist had entered the city. lor protection be sent to the
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i
i
opeiieu Hie c.i.
House
,i
cue
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to
the m:.s-!dnd- ;
in
evacunot
did
ate
opposition
loday
Villa said he
regard the
Met at noon.
provisional government at Herwhich
attended
the
Tbe
presiquiet
ation of Chihuahua as a complete sur- mosillo.
President Wilson read his annual dent.s readjng Was broken by general nre, which proposes a new water jup
The- senator
render of federal authority, but rather
message to, a joint session at 1 appiause when he read his views on ply for San Francisco.
that the federal troops had decided to
Returned to Mexico City,
o clock.
Chairman Clayton called a the Mexican situation in the emphatic Head telegrams from settlers to supper
adopt guerilla tactics and after re- Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 2. Manuel meeting of the judiciary committee words: "There can be no certain pros- - port his Btalement that ninty-ninwere onposed
rent nt the
plenishing their supplies and
Madero, uncle of the late presideent, tor tomorrow to consider anti-trupect 0f peace in America until
to the bill.
icating with Mexico city, planned to Francisco Madero, who was recently
jeral Huerta has surrendered his
continue fighting.
sent to Vera Cruz to be Imprisoned in
Padgett's bill to equip state naval usurped authority in Mexico."
One Gunboat Leaves.
the fortress of San Juan de Moa, will mililta lor tne federal service ordered
The president announced that the
BLOODLESS WARFARE
be returned to the capitol.
favorably reported.
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Dec. 2
united States would adhere to its
H
PLEASES GARRISON.
to
removal
Maero's
Vera
was
Much activity
Cruz,
'"waiting policy."
reported here today
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2 Sec.
Outbursts of applause greeted the
among the federal troops at Guaymas was learned today, is due to an error FORMER CONGRESSMAN
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE, president's declaration that the Sher- and one of the two federal gunboats on the part of the mllitar yauthorities
retary Garrison has sent a conlaw Bhould be strength
man
gratulatory telegram to Brigadier
lying in Guaymas harbor steamed who overlooked tha fact that the case
General Hugh L. Scott, at Farm
down the gulf. This was taken by was In the hands of civil courts.
Harrisburg. Pa., Dec. 2. Rowland ened and the declaration in favor of
constitutionalist officers here as Ind- Judge Sanchez Barquera,.of the fed- B. Mahaney, former congressman from the direct nomination of presidential"
ington, N. Mexico, for that offlcer's work in pacifying the ia- icating the federal garrison had begun eral district court notified the port Buffalo, N. Y., and former minister to candidates.
an evacuation of the California gulf authorities this morning that Sefior Ecuador, who attempted suicide tovajo Indians, on whose reserva- X
Secretary Bryan, in the diplomatic
tion an uprising was threatened X
port, so stubbornly held by the Huerta Madero conld not be legally held In day, admitted his identity to physi- gallery, smiled broadly.
X
In another burst of applause the
troops since the beginning of the In- the military prisons. He is charged cians at the Harrisburg hospital. The
by some of the renegades.
v
with sedition.
doctors say he will probably recover, president finished reading at 1:35
surgent revolt in Sonora,
e
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Bingham, Utah, Dec. 2. The fate
of Ralph Lopez elayer of six men, remained a question today which it appeared that only the removal of tiie
bulkheads and a search of the
mine, where he took refuge,
would answer. All night long smudge
poured their deadly gases into the tunnels. A dozen deputies watched each
exit to shoot the desperado on sight,
but the expected dash for liberty did
not occur.
Karly today fumes from wet gun
powder were directed into the underground corridors. These fumes
are heavy and hang close to the
ground beneath the strata of lighter
gases that have been pouring into the
mine since yesterday morning. It
was expected that the powder fumes
would settle into several blind stopes
not yet penetrated by the gases of less
density. The seven sheriffs in charge
are convinced that Mike Cranovirh
who recently shot
and seriously
wounded his wife, is not in the mine
or he would have surrendered himself.
They found evidence that he had
hidden there before Lopez entered the
Andy tunnel last Friday.
Late last night, columns of smoke
were rushing out of various tunnels,
showing that certain
parts of the
mine were already filled. At some
places it was impossible for the
guards to get nearer than thirty feet
In the lowest level
of the entrances.
of the workings, smudges were placed
directly beneath shafts leading up
into the upper levels, where Lopez
he entered the
took refuge when
Smoke
mine, last Thursday night.
on
was also issuing through cracks
top of the mountain, showing that
one of the tunnels ran very near the
surface. Guards were placed at these
spots.
In ease Lopez does not appear, the
smudges will continue for another
day and night. Then twenty-fou- r
hours must elapse before the deputies
can enter. Although it is believed to
be slight, there is still the passibility
that the fugitive may avoid asphyxiation in some far corner of the mine.
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STRIKE SITUATION CENSURED
2.
The task ot tack by striking miners but no demonof the stration occurred.
arn.st
the
issuing warrants for
A large number of men also went to
officials and members of
twenty-Jivwork this morning in the Colorado
of
America, Fuel and Iron mines west of Trinidad
the Puked Mine Workers
who were indicted late yesterday by
The announcement of the action of
the I'niled States grand jury, was be- the Pueblo federal grand
jury in
The
here.
officials
court
gun today by
officials and members of the
warrants will be placed in the hands X'nited Mine Workers of America on
of I'niled States Marshal Dewey C. the
charge ot violating the Sherman
Bailey, who, it was said, had received anti trust law, was received by local
assurances from attorneys represent- union leaders without comment. Ten
ing the indicted man that they would of the twenty five indicted are under
be produced when wanted.
arrest here and at Walsenburg. No
The indictments charge conspiracy federal warrants had been served in
to monopolize labor and conspiracy in this district
,
early today,
restraint of interstate commerce. The
district organizer of the miners"
one charge was based on the provision
union, was again a witness today bet
law prohibit- fore
cf the Federal
the military commission. Mike
monoto
workmen
number
of
ing any
Livoda, another organizer, will be
on
was
based
other
The
labor.
polize
called to testify later.
the provision of the same law prohibitVoting on Proposition.
two
of
between
trade
ing restraint
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 2. The propostates.
The indictments followed several sition for a strike settlement submitSecre
and
Amnions
Governor
con ditionsi'ed by
weeks Investigation of
cviciii.cr in PnlfiT'nrin pnnl fl(l1s. uhpl't- tary of Labor William Is. Wilson, was
members
a strike has been in progress since unanimously rejected by the
the Trinidad branch of the United
September 2:i. During the investiga-i- f Mine Workers of America at a meet-ed- ,
Hon scores of witnesses were rxanilnvote is being
Governor E. M. Am- In tins a ternoon. A
including
,
taken on tho proposition this after- noon at the Ludlow tent colony and at
the
polnpanies 0pP1.ating proper'1 of the other tent colonies throughofficials
in
the various districts,
ties
out
the strike zone.
Mine
of
the I'uited
and members
offiWorkers of America, and peace
cers and citizens of the coal districts. HOPE TO SAUE
The report of the jury criticized acts
THREE MINERS
of the operators in a number of instances, saying that, from testimony deSTILL ENTOMBED
reasonable
"there existed
duced,
grounds for many of the
Cripple Creek, Colo., Dec. 2. Fighting
complained of by the miners."
tons of roc k and dirt, hundreds of
saThe jury criticized
miners working in shifts of 25 minloons in the coal camps, some of
utes each, struggled today to reach
which, it said, were conducted con- the three men still entombed in the
some
in
to
law.
Camp marshals,
trary
Golden Cycle mine here, the property
instances, wero accused of having of J. T. Milliken, of St. Louis, in
The
of
a
exercised system
espionage.
which four men were entombed late
and
jury found that some phases of the yesterday afternoon by a cave-in- ,
in
"scrip system apparently are still
from which one miner has been resuse and are the source ot complaint cued alive. A fifth miner, entombed
from many miners.
(jn an aljucetit mine, was rescued
Tie nirv report declares u nan
Throughout the forenoon though,
found that trie "suue laws nave noi
the progress of workers was slow owbeen enforced so as to give an perconditions In
to the precarious
sons concerned" equal rights. It says: ing
of
which they worked and necessity
The coal companies have been suftimbering every foot of ground reficiently influential to nominate, elect covered. At noon no response
had
and control many county officers and been received to
signals of the reshave done so with the result of com- cuers and it was felt
that the three enplicating the industrial situation by tombed men had perished. Rescuers
arousing political prejudice."
the rock still falling.
The jury gives space to its findings reported
It is believed that the men were enlaw
hour
the
of
of violations
eight
tombed in the top of the stope in which
and the methods pursued by the Unitthey were working, sixty feet high.
of
In
their conduct,
ed Mine Workers
The
fop of the slope is the only sollj
st ik
in the slide areaThe resOf these methods, the report says; ground
"The methods pursued by the Unit- - cuers have reached the foot of the
The work of penetrating to
,wl iiine Workers of America in their stope.
where the three men are sup
endeavors to force recognition of the place
to be entombed is extremely
their union by the coal mine operators posed
as rock Is falling steadily.
in this stafe are an insult to conserv- - hazardous,
More than 100 men, working in short
aUve and ,aw abiumg labor."
n nm,,w nii,i the re.mrf snvs: shifts, 2 are taking part in the search.
At
o'clock the rescuers had failed
"Evidently no qualification is neces to penetrate the first slide. Rock Is
in
United
the
for
membership
sary
still falling, and hope of finding the
Mine Workers of America, other than
entombed men alive has practically
a promise to pay dues which are ap
abandoned. Continuous mmbl-jing- s
(been
insurrection
to
used
support
parently
In the earth beneath where the
and lawlessness when necessary to rescuers
are working. Indicate that
force their demands by intimidation
the slide is again moving.
and fear whenever strikes are called
wjtn the result of injuring other
trades and the entailment of hard- OFFER
ships and privations on the people of
REWARD FOR
the entire commonwealth.
Recommendations attached urge the
TRAIN ROBBER
impartial enforcement of the laws and
to
cure
evils
the enactment of laws
Lou Angeles, Calif., Dec. 2. A re- morilirtiioH
Officials' of the United Mine Work- ward oC
."" was offered today by
th- - Southern Pacific company for the
ers named in the indictments are:
wno
of the youthful bandit
John
president, enroute to capture
in the rear
held up the passengers
Indianapolis.
Frank J. Hayes, vice president, Pulmaii of one of the company's limited train near here last night and shot
Denver.
William P. Green, secretary treas-- I and killed Horace E. Montague, a traveling passenger agent of the road.
urer, Indianapolis.
Sheriff's deputies are scouring the
John R. Lawson, national board
hills near the scene of the robbery tomember, Denver.
Organizers: Adolph Germer, Wal- day and the police hunting through
senburg, Colo.; Robert Cnlich, Trini- - this city without having found any
A. B. MeC.ary. Des Moines, la.; trace of the bandit.
Passengers on the train said today
jas. Morgan, Cheyenne, Wyo.; Chas.
Bafley, Florence, Colo.
Montague had not been given a chance
aagar naiiace, emuir miihth ms for his life. He had entered the sleepzine, Indianapolis.
ing car while the bandit was at work
Strikebreakers Arrive.
and was ordered to throw up his
Trinidad, Colo, Dec. 2. Workmen hauds. The shot came before he had
from outside districts are arriving in a chance to comply and the bullet
large numbers to take the places of crashed through his head. The robber
striking miners in the Southern Colo- collected about $500 in money and
J. W.
rado coal fields.
Forty Mexicans, Jewels from the passengers.
from Compton, Pullman conductor, said his
with their families, arrived
Texas this morning in a special car. watch had been returned to him when
They were met south of Trinidad by i,e. protested that it was a gift from
Major Williams and a detachment ol his aead mother.
infantry formally advised of the strike
conditions now existing and escorted MRS. ROOSEVELT AND
to Grey
DAUGHTERS AT LIMA
Creek, a
Fuel company mine where they will go
Lima, Peru, Dec. 2. Mrs. Theodora
had Roosevelt and Miss Margaret Roose-- .
to work at once. Precautions
been taken to prevent a possible at- velt left here today for Panama.

Colo.,

Pueblo,

Dec.
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TWO

GIRL FROM MUMMS

HARD LUCK SEEMS
TO FOLLOW FRANK

We Have a New Supply of

WAS SPARKLING

Iteming, X. M., Dec. 2. Frank Cox,
who ia one of the Mimbres Valley

JERSEY CREAM

"NOTDRY"

Daisy, Crown, Imperial and

BY

NIGHT

Bobolink Flour

BUBBLED

Eggs, 35c doz,

Butter 35c lb.

COMEDY

MUSICAL

AND

LARGE

WITH

MIRTH;

mm.

mm mm mm

w

i

m

OLIVE

AUDIENCE,

MUSIC,

CLEVER

SONG

DANCING

VAIL HAS FOUND

SCALP ITCHED
BURNED

most successful farmers, appears to
have his full share of hard luck. Only
recently he waH burned by endeavoring to extinguish flames in his pumping plant, and about the time he was
ready to get into active work again
and had just returned from marketing
a car load of fine hoks, be had another
accident that nearly cost him his life.
While he was at work about the stable
he was kicked by a horse in such a
manner that both tables of the frontal
bone were driven in on the brain
was rendered wholly unconscious fori
a long period. Dr. liowen of Hondale,
iwas called as the nearest physician,'
who rendered all the assistance posisible and then sent for Dr. Swope of;
'Denilng, to perform the surgical work.,
Tpon giving the wound critical exam-- ;
ination Dr. Swope decided that a de-- j
compression operation was necessary
and accordingly removed a portion of j
the skull. The force of the blow drove
a splinter of the skull into the brain,
and when this was removed the patient was allowed to rest at home for
a short time, and is now at the .allies'
hospital at Deming. It is the hope of
his physician that he will entirely re
cover, and he expects to be at work
again on the farm in the course of ten
days, when he will exercise great car
tlon not to meet with any more rec
-

FOUNTAIN

ZPHOIsTJE
mr mm

0

GROCERY

LAST

BRIGHT LINES.

AND MANY

WIT E

SEEN HERE

40.

OF YOUTH

One did not have to be a connoisseur
k
champagne Mumms,
or Veuve Clicquot to join in the
oft repeated staccato notes of laugh
ter that greeted "The Girl from
.Mumms," the sparkling musical com-

au wi Tn

of

CAPITAL COAL YARD

TUESDAY,

I

Scarcely Any Hair on Head. Terrible Itching. Also Bothered With
Pimples and Blackheads on Face.
Cuticura Soa'p and Ointment
Cured Both Troubles.
Greenwood,

Ind.

2,

1913.

IlightI
I

II

I

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
e
be amazed at the radiance of the
and why all this light? To
ern
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood ligrht
that Is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.

" First my hair began

to fall, then my scalp Itched and burned

when I became warm. I had pimples on my
scalp; my hair was falling
out gradually until I haJ
scarcely any hair on my
head.
I couldn't keep the
dandruff oft at all. My
hah was dry and lifeless
and I lost rest at night from
tho terrible Itching sensa-tloI- - I would pull my hair
? off
and scratch my head
I
place
any
happened to be.
"J?'or several years I was bothered with
on my face. Some of them were
red spots, some were full of matter,
r: id
many blackheads. I was always pick-- I
ig at them and caused them to be sore.
They made my face look so badly I was
to bo seen.
" I tried washing my head with Cuticura
dried
without rinsing, then put tho
Sosp,
Cuticura Ointment on and rubbed it into
the scalp. X applied tho Cuticura Soap and
Ointment the same each week until cured.
'rlireo montlis' use of Cuticura Soap and
ment has made my face as smooth and
- can be." (Signed) C. M.
Hamilton,

DECEMBER

ODS,

mod-hom-

vKl
tin

POWER

edy at the Elks last night.
Olive Vail who was the girl
with the champagne thirst and lots of
PHONE 85 MAIN.
"mumms" to quench it; 'twas Olive
Vail who years ago was a musical star
NOTHING IS QUITE SO CONVEN
of the first, magnitude and who seems
have mixed her cnampagne wnn
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD to
IENT as to touch the button and
of
012.
the waters of the De Soto fountain
CERRILLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
d (25c.) and Cuticura Olnt-stove is ready to cook your
youth for Bhe was just as young and ses.
your
4 by
druggists and dealers
eraceful and "coloratura soprano" as
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
B. T. Holt and Mrs. Holt,
each mailed
of
iron
ample
ready to use, your toasted
ever.
of Seattle, arrived
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
k. Address post- The musical comedy was really noon to investigate conditio.
ton."
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuMontezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
musical there were sixteen distinct Mimbres Valley.
A number .
iwithCu- -'
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
musical hits which began with a Holt's friends will arrive here in
scalp.
morning "constitutional" and closed course of a few weeks.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatwith a hit of sentiment about "I give
ed rooms.
firm of Garcia & Malcolm
The
of
Electricity will do every thing
my heart to you just for a rose." The Los
Angeles are preparing to install !aB
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Miss Vail's soprano
was
good,
signing
Mrs.
one of the finest dry cleaning estabdenver & rio grande railroad co.
voice, to the clever accompauiment of lishments in the Southwest.
day and night' Estimates and full inforThe. pitched inu
Missouri-pacif- ic
a
skilful
ii
co.
and
pianist,
her
oft
eyes
railway
mation cheeerfuliy given.
had
in this neut a third u.
have
large
experience
making the greatest hit.
work and are planning to do a very ex- - Iroom, slashed v
jst. louis, iron mountain & southern co
Some thought Miss Vail should have
kn!fe and then Horn
tensive business.
been contented with the role of the
(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
of the Borderland ul1,il Mrs- Van Fleet
The
warborganization
drinking,
dashing, fascinating,
' to ,he otuer side of tlj
is surely stimulating Interest in
ling, dancing music hall start; that
overed by iv o revolvers, V
she overplayed the "comic" in the automobile travel. An eastern party
SHORTEST LINE TO
second and third actB. But her Inter- is forming for the San Francisco e: led the bandits to a recess whe.
The men took
pretation of a Mumm's devotee evi- position. It is estimated on very good had placed $.100.
DrNYER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
and fled.
dently was that after "severial" glass- authority that400this single party willjra.-cars. From inform i
es one becomes kind of foolish. She include about
Where Direct Connections are Made
certainly made everyone laugh by the tion received by the secretatry of 1!v
way she pursed her lips and blinked Chamber of Commerce It is certain
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
that several such parties will be orher eyes and twisted her ankles.
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
Mjss Nellie Watters, as the real ganized during the exposition year and
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
niece, Ethel Busby, was a winsome that they will all go by the Borderland
creature, probably seen at her best route.
WINDOWS, DOORS
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claC. G. Eckhart of Buffalo, N. Y., and
License Numbers,
singing "Teach Me How to Woo," in
Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
R. R. Thompson, of Louisville, Ky., ar
a duet with George Ainsworth.
AND MOULDING
Door
Next
Postofflce.
to
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Christian rived in the city for the purpose of
whose
Mr. fihesboro,
Mountain.
name was George piayea ine roie oi investigating land propositions in the
Mr. Ainsworth, suitor for Ethel Bus- Mimbres Valley.
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
SAWYER
by's hand. He was a fine looking felTHROUGH
Points Denver & Rio Grande-Wester- n
low, with the square jaw, good eyes
MAKE
BRAVE
FIGHT,
Rovnl
Pacific Rnilwnv-Tri- p
and broad shoulders. He caught the
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
eye of the girls though one of his adARE
CONQUERED
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
mirers was heard to say: "George is
SANTA FE, N.M.
all right but his collar is too high."
N. J., Dec. 2. William
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
His speaking voice was good but the T. Somorville,
Van Fleet, Postmaster and station
FOR INFORMATION
to
his
affect
AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
seemed
altitude
high
agent of Finderne, on the Central Rail
singing.
road of New .Terajy. .near here, was
As James Anglewood, the English
eating dinner with' his wife and tv.o
corka
was
E.
Frank
John
"chappy".
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
down children, when two masked men, en
er.
He
had
the
lingo
"jolly"
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M
the room, raised revolvers and
tering
ease
and
with
well.
He
sang
"jolly"
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
told him to hand over his receipts.
he danced with consummate grace.
One of the robbers placed a revol
His whirls, single and "en suite" fasTHE SANITARY
cinated Santa Fe's dance enthusiasts. ver against Van Fleet's chest. The
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
station agent grasped the gnu. but
Jack Hamilton.
SHORTORDER RESTfiURflNT
the revolver
The leading man, Jack Hamilton, as when trying to turn
portrayed by J. I. Oliver, was the rich against the bandit he slipped mid the
REGULAR MEALS.
L. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
society man of today who finds lie has robber fell on top of him. Mrs Van
R. J.CRICHTON,
,
mother-in-lawFleet
came
to
her
his
husband'1;
married his wife,
aid, and
Open Day and
President.
with the aid of a chair, struck the robSecretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
his nieces and his brother-in-law- .
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
"Jack" took a taxi ride with a pretty ber over the head.
bearbox
YOUR FREIGHT
ASK FOR TICKETS
The children, too, became active, one
girl and gave her his match
Special Dinner Parties.
ing his name engraved prettily in one of them hurling a sugar bowl at the
corner. Behold the complications! thief. This gave Van Fleet a chance
ROMDLO LOPEZ, PROP.
The match box turned into a forest and he had his man by the throat and
fire before Jack could make satisfac- was chcoking him when the second
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO,
(2
in
tory explanations. In attempting to bandit rushed and struck Un station!
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
nut out the flames he handled the
Pacific
Mexico
and
New
Mexico,
Arizona,
truth with utmost carelessness. "Jack"
(INCORPORATED)
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to
was a good dancer, and scored in the
Coast,
duet "We'd Like to Take Another
Look at Mary."
As Mrs. Anglewood, Jack's mother-in-law- ,
Miss Marjorie Dow was the
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
stern lady with the iron will and the
eye also possessor of the memory of an elephant. She took the part
BuildShingles,
well and wore a striking costume in
Roofing;
one of the acts it was a gown with
of Every
a Jollet striped apron, which ticking
led the eyes of society women in the
audience.
FRESH FRUIT
Louise Was Smart.
Miss Hazel Regan was a clever
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
maid, Louise, dressed in black with a
of
best
the
one
was
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
white apron. She
JFor Rates and Full Information, Address
dancers seen, her twinkling toes and
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
hit.
decided
El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,
sinuous dips making a
0. F. & P.
FRESH VEGETABLES
The audience roared as a satin pump
fS2T"Your Business Solicited.
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califorstruck the foot lights.
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
There were several pretty and
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
a
Phone 100 and J5 W.
graceful girls in the chorus, and
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
::
ROOT VEGETABLES
few that were not so pretty.
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
"Kangaroo" Dance.
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.
A decided hit of the evening was
NEW NUTS
the Kangaroo dance started by Miss
Nellie Watters, and finished by the
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
It is not a complientire companycated dance, like the Brazilian MaxALSO
it
ixe or the Argentine Tangerine,
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
consists in Kangaroo leaps, reminding
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
familiar in the
one of the blanket-tosCurrants, Pop Corn.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
As Xmas Gift
equals
army. It is as good a morning con
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
stitutional as Mumm's extra dry and
of
'The WestPoiBt of the Southwest.
well
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
far less expensive.
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
Many of the costumes were beautiof yourmounted
Ranked as "Distinguished
ful and while the scenery was not
POULTRY
Institution " by the U S.
ball
the
of
that
now
We
"private"
for you.
magnificent
self.
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
room was rather attractive, rich green
War Department.
FRESH FISH
a
soft
curtains
and
lights producing
Located la the beautiful Pecot
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
pleasing effect.
V alley. S,700 feet above aealerel,
SMOKED FISH
:One more word the piano accomsunshine every day. Ones air
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
work throughout the entire
panist and music director was superb.
MEATS
He had an exquisite delicacy of touch
Condition for physical
Santa Fe
Albuquerque
and mental development are
e
Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Spare'Ribs,
and clarity of finger work to fit him
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
for almost any role on the piano.
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
elsewhere In America. FourSwift Premium Hams and Bacon.
teen offlcen and Inatructon, all
THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS HIM- CHEESE
fradaatea from standard EastSELF.
Ten buildings,
ern eolleiea.
Cream, Brick, Limburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
When his condition points to kidney
modern In every respect.
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-ate- l,
a
Back
an
risk.
unwise
trouble takes
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.
accent :
kidover
soreness
the
HAND-PAINTE- D
ache, pain and
B. A. CAHOON, President.
poor
neys, nervous or dizzy spells,
J. E. RHEA,
sleep, are all symptoms that will disJ. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
Showing decorations to delighttothe eye are now displayed at
use
of
Foley
appear with the regular
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
appeal to everyone Steias,
my store. There are articles
W. A. F1NLAY.
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
Sets,
Smoking
and
and bladder in a clean, strong
call to see the China Articles
r Far particular! and illustrated eata-ruprices are reasonable. Please
healthy condition. Sold by The Capi
address.
have been sold.
best
the
before
pieces
tal Pharmacy.
COL. J AS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
.f
H. C. YON1
New Mexican Want Ads. always
jrlng results. Try it
agwaaaeeeeaeeeet
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

ss

66-6-

I. J.

LINE

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

er

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

I

J

Majestic Cafe

I

I
I

Night.

SHIP

!

Lumber and Transfer Co.

I

FROM SANTA FE

all points
to the
Torrance thence.

via

I

LIMBER

y

Cement, Plaster,
Materials

and
Description.

yPyEast
Best liWWjfllor
West
Route
SggF
The

GET THE HABIT!

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

Aft,

Ruta-Bag-

YOURSELF AS II

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

j

I

s

t

a

K

nothing
a
charm
personal
well
photograph
are
ready

GIFT !

the
made,

THE GRAY STUDIOS j

sea-Io-

I

;

Home-mad-

CHINA

I

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

I

TUESDAY,

FALLING

HAIR

DECEMBER

2,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

MEANS

DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE.

" WHAT

I

Co (Tec

SAW AT THE BATTLE IN MEXICO."
.

misled

coiTt'c

bean

QUAINT

CUSTOMS

will he under

president

observation

'until he sails for Spain. Dec.

OF THE BABY THE WORLD OVER!

'

war-tor-

J

LITTLE SISTER HAS TO TAKE CARE

Save your Halrl Get
cent bottle (By V. H. Durborough, Staff Photogra- the soldiers could reload their guns.
of Danderlne right now Also
We snapped some photographs here
i
pher in Mexico for Daily New Mexus porous as tt sponyo;
Btops Itching scalp.
but it was a case of keeping under
ican.)
bemost
time.
cover
of
the
2.
Dec.
back
Just
il ciin't keep in its iiroina,
Juarez,
again
Fighting
Thin, brittle, colorles and scraggy across this
Mexican border came general and we knew that the,
hair is mute evidence of a neglected to get these first
or keep out odors, if
pictures of the great- water train, then two miles away,
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf. est battle this continent has seen since was expected to make a run for Juar-- :
There is nothing so destructive to the civil war to the readers of the ez about 7 o'clock to fill the water
to nil. Loavinn- it
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair New Mexican!
And it has been the; cars.
of its lustre, Its strength and its very wildest
whole, to I io ground
Our only chance was to get back to
trip I have ever known in all
life; eventually producing a feverish-lxes- my life.
that, train!
and itching of the scalp, which
used, doesn't keep it
We started and that trip was the
I left Juarez Saturday at noon and j
if not remedied causes the hair roots
about is miles south that worse thing I have ever gone through,
camped
l'resli.
to shrink, loosen and die then the
I took no chances on sleeping and ever expect to.
hair falls out fast. A little Danderine night.
Shells from the federals were break-- !
within the rebel lines, but hunted a
The modern scientific
tonight nowany time will surely soft spot out in the sage brush and ing all around us and the machine gun
save your hair.
rolled up in our blankets. It was a and infantry bullets were getting
Get. a 25 cent, bottle of Kuowlton's
way, as used with Schilnight long to be remembered. No thicker every minute,
Danderine from any drug store or matter how brave a person thinks him-- !
It was now dark and we had only
ling's Best, is to jjraiiu-lat- e
toilet counter, and after the first ap- self, it is no laughing matter to
be the fire box of the engine to guide us.
plication your hair will take on that within a few hundred yards of the fir-- We would run a little way, lie down
it promptly
after
life, lustre and luxuriance which is so ing line trying to get a little
sleep. At until a troop of cavalry had dashed by
beautiful. It will become wavy and every little sound you jump out of firing as they went, and then we would
roasing and preserve it in
of your blanket and are
fluffy and have the appearance
ready to hunt a: run a little farther,
abundance; an incomparable gloss nice big rock. Saturday night the
aronia-li'rli- t
Completely exhausted, we finally got
eans,
and softness, but what will please yon federal scout train came within three! to a box car at the rear of the train.
a
few weeks' miles of our camp and not a shot was We were sate only there from flying
most will be after just
l ib,
and 2
cans;
use, when you will actually see a lot fired at it.
j bullets and shell.
and
moneyback.
of fine, downy hair new hair growWe lay flat ou the floor of the car
The
happened at 3
ing all over the scalp.
o'clock Monday afternoon. Villa, ever and six shots went through the side,
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
on the lookout, sighted three federal our villas men routed tne teuerais
Bids for iV. mt,iuii5 unc months' suptrains about three miles from our and we arrived safely in Juarez. There plies for the state penitentiary will be
front column. Without the least sign every American in town was making received until ft o'clock a. m., Tuesof fear of exposing our position, he for "the bridge." We breathed a sigh day, December Hth, 19111.
Supplies
The range of temperature yesterday gave the order to open up with the! of relief when we finally planted our consits of groceries, meats, clothing,
these
A
etc.
was 27 to 41; the average relative artillery. Fighting was all by the ar- - feet on Uncle Sam's soil.
list
of
leather, grain,
supplies wilh conditions and blank
humidity was 71 per emit. Yesterday tillery until about, half past 4, when
TEXAS: .1. A. proposals will be furnished upon appU- was generally cloudy during the fore- the order was given to advance, Ij OEOKGKTOWN,
noon with a clearing sky later in the and my war correspondent, friend had Kimhro, says: "For several years past. cation to the superintendent,
Hy order of the Hoard of Poniten
day and a falling temperature. It was stuck pretty close to Villa up until Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
much colder this morning, the silver this time. Then we decided to go aft-- j been my household remedy for all tiary Commissioners,
JOHN IJ. McMAXFS, Supt.
bulb dipping to 22. In other cities it er some real pictures before darkness coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It!
closed in.
has given permanent relief in a numj Dated: October 14th, 1913, Santa Fe.
was as follows:
We made a circuit, of three miles ber of cases of obstinate coughs and X M.
Amarillo, 44; Bismarck. 2(i; Boise,
the sage brush and worked up colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
through
28; Cheyenne, 20; Dodge City, 46; to the extreme
Sold by The Capital
New Mexican
right wing of the reb- - substitutes.
Want Ads. always
Durango, 12; Flagstaff, 4; Grand els. This end of the line was under
pharmacy.
bring results. Tr.v It,
Junction, 26; Helena, 16; Kansas City, fire and was
as
as
fire
fast
returning
62; Lander, 24; Ixs Angeles, 44;
22; Oklahoma, 54; Phoenix, 34;
Portland, 40; Pueblo, 26; Rapid City, GENERAL
VILLA AT THE
OF
BATTLE
28; Roseburg, 40; Roswell, 34; Salt
Lake, 32; San Francisco, 52; Spokane,
26; Tonopah, 18; Willlston, 14;
a 25
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OF THE WORLD'S

WflLL STREET.

PEOPLE,

QUEER

11.

New York, Doc.

n

2.

The course of

'hf market recently having indicate!

d

(hat real liquidation had ceased, support was given organized efforts t'i
I. ill. up
prices today. Technical coji- nitidis were in favor of an upward
movement and concerted pressure was
Htercs'.
applied Hsainst the short
hen the market showed a tendency
ito ignore bearish influences.
The tape was studded with a series
jo" large transactions in the prominent
(stocks and prices rose consistently
through the morning. The strength of,
the list was more impressive because
it had no foreign assistance. London,
in fact, was a moderately large seller,
the movement deriving chief lmpilsa
from uncertainty over the impending
I tench loan and the
threatened conditions in the London marker. Hasier
money encouraged speculation on the
Call loans renewed
at
long side.
3
compared wilh eirht yesterday.
IJonds were strong.
The market closed easy
Exhaustion of the buying movement
iuiade the list vulnerable to profession-Jt- selling, under which most of the
huts were cancelled late 'n the day
land American Telephone was weak at
he close.

s

j

j

"

:

j

i
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j

j
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THE WEATHER

I

HOP PICKERS'

PROSECUTOR.

i

j

,

OPENING

GREAT!

THE

18.

Local Data.
Highest temperature this date Inst
Extreme this
year, 40; lowest, 27.
date, 41 years' record, highest, 56, in

Little Bontoc

Girls

and How They Carry Mamma's Baby
tribe in the Philippines carrying littl
e brother or sister on their backs.
The baby is tied on in a sort of bag.
Notice that the little girl In the foreground is not particularly pleased
Ih her job.

It's a very old custom and a ver
y general custom all over the world,
in America as elsewhere, to make th
e little girls of the family take care
of the baby. In the photograph Is sh
own two little glrlB of the Bontoc

"BUTCHER OF MEXICO" SENDS EMBASSY

1S74; lowest, 12, in 1908.

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair tonight and Wednesday.
For New Mexico: Tonight generally
fair, colder in east portion; Wednesday fair.
Conditions.
InThe barometer has gradually
creased in pressure In the storm cen
tral in the Southwest Monday morning, giving clear skies
and cooler
weather. Precipitation only occurred
to the north and east of the storm
center in Oklahoma, northern Texas,
Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, and So.
Dakota. Westward and extending far
to the north the barometer remains
high, and the weather mostly cleat
and cool. Conditions favor fair weather in this section tonight and Wednesday with little change in

TO JAP ON

"MISSION OF COURTESY"

j

HELP AT 87.
bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kid
ney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 B. Walnut St., Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was beyond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneNOT BEYOND

ficial in my

Here is Mexico's special embassy appointed by Dictator Huerta to thank
Japan for its participation in the Mexican centennial of 1910. From left
to right at the top are: Luis U. Garvan. Manuel Guasque, Uodolfo Nervo and
Norverto Domingucz, (the lower). This is the third attempt of the Mexican Republic to thank the Mikado for the part he took in the Mexican
celebration. The first was made by Francisco I. Madero who commissioned
his brother whose assassination made necessary the postponement of the
Then Huerta sent Felix Diaz whom the Mikado wouldn't see.
plan.

case."

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
George

De. Vargas.
St. Louis.

Fisher,

Frank Stapliu, Albuquerque.
J. J. Johnson, iPueblo.
J. M. Carson, Adv. Agent Rose Maid
H. Mendenhall, Lamy.
H. N. Deyapp, Chaina.
J. R. Pond, Chama.
M. C. Ryan, Chaina.

K. M. Jarrett, Chama.
T.
Burns, Chama.
J. P. Fox, U. S. O. L. O., Washington.
M. A. Bender, U. 8. G. L. 0., Wash-

r.

ington.
B. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
E. J. Strawn and wife, Alamosa.

NEWSPAPER
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""fc.v.lw

t

y

M

aw

4iAm4

&

Mil

To the right is Gen. Villa, who won the hardest fought battle on this continent since the civil war.
This
photograph shows Villa, accompanied by Gen. Rodriguez, starting out on the charge that precipitated the great
fight.
Durborough says "Villa is the coolest, crudest fighting machine ofa man I have ever seen."
Photograph by Staff Photographer W. H. Durborough in Mexico.

FIRST ACTUAL

PHOTOGRAPH

O. A.
G. R.

Carruth, Antonito.
Reed, Greeley, Colo.
J. S. Morgan, Minneapolis.
J. G. Fieth, Socorro.
W. S. Atkins, St. Louis.
G. A. M'ill, St. Louis.
M. S. Cook, St. Louis.
C. Romero, Las Vegas.

A$S'U.

ON

FROM

MEXICO

THIS CONTINENT SINCE

It will not pay you to waBte your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get thira already print
ed at the Nsw
Mexican Printing
Company,

ZELAYA TO BE TURNED
was expected by nightfall, wilh the
LOOSE AND SENT TO SPAIN.
agreement, that he would return to
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2. At the Barcelona,
Zelaya will not be

What Are
YOU Worth
From the

Spain.
state department today the Zelaya released
however, until the formal
case was considered closed and the ratification of that
arrangement is re.
former dictator's release in New York ceived from
Nicaragua and the former
'

OF

GREATEST BATTLE FOUGHT

CIVIL

WAR

n

!

'

IMS

tbt
T'a

estimate

U
the averac
worth $2 a day from
the neckfou-fwhnt
Is he worth from the
Deck up

Montezuma.

J.

Edward B. Stanwood, who will prosecute the Wheatland hop field riot
cases against Richard Ford and the,
four other indicted men, was appointed district attorney of Yuba county to
succeed E. T. Manwell. killed in the.
battle between officers and hop pick- uu uiv mirst raiicn, Aug. 3.
He is a graduate of the University
of California and was assistant district attorney at Marysvllle for several years.
Stanwood is conservative, quiet tenacious and shrewd, with the temperament of the prosecutor. He is iu his
early thirties.
In the preparation of the riot cases
he has been accused of impeding the
legal rights of some of the imprisoned
suspects and witnesses by holding
them for weeks without bringing
charges. His reply is that he has
brought them before a magistrate as
soon as press of office duties allowed.

R.

Johnson, Albuquerque.
Albuquerque.
Paul A. F. Walter, City.
Dr. and Mrs. Harroun, City.
Charles Gantisley, Durango.
Paul A. Walter, Dulce.
Joe Levi, Dulce.
Sam R. Edwards, Mountainair.
. Dr.
Tannus, City.
J. 0. Seth, Albuquerque.
T. E. Walters, Denver.
F. P. CanHeld. Kansas City.
C. E. Moore. Chama.
C. E. Hagellcey, Albuquerque.
A. Delgado, Las Vegas.
H. H. Hale, St. Louis. '
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
G. A. Will, St. Louis.
F. E. Clarke,

That depends

en-

tirely upon training.
It you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
Under orders.
The Internationa
CorrMDondanct School!
po to the man who ti
srrusrciinfr aionc on
small pay and say to
him. "We will train
you for promotion
right where you are,
or we will qualify
you to take up a
line
more
of work at a much
hiuner senary.
Kvery month several hundred stu

dtnfs voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result
of I. C. S. training.
You need not leave
your present work,

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
t
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F, J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.

or vniir own homo.
Mark this coupon at
once and mail it.

con-no-

y?4lr.

inlernarional Correspondence Stbools
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
C

Please explnin, without further oblifjatlori oa my
can quality lor the position, trade, of
9 part, how Ihetore
which I have marked X.
prolessiuu
Automobile

NATIONAL,

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood

;

L

iu, Liu.

z..iV..L,..

:v.

.L

z

nniiv-irflpnr-

0it

Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-Car-

JF

and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75
NEWSPAPER. ENTERPRISE
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug1
mt
re
gists.
a
a
i
i
at hat
the hel aht of the
aAiith a lnai
This ,nratoaranh.
taken
-- rskAu. nM viii.t.
j iti nre ui rccuy upon ..InC enemy.
uvvpi uvancing unucr me icucrauais
Take Hall's Family Pills for
belching from their guns and the speed of tho charge can be determined by noticing the running positions of the men.
Dy
rnoxograpner w. n. uuroorougn in Mexico.

RunniniE

Window

Writing
TrimmiTu:

Commerdal Illustrat.
Industrial Designing
Architectural Drafts,
Chemist
f Spanish
Languages J French
I

ASS'N..
M.
1P6

r

can be seen

German

Banking
CivilServjce Italian

'
t

Name

ifg.,?;

Flettrical

II cctri ca I
Mechanical
Mechanical

W irt mau
K n iiinerr

Draftaman

fc.nfinr
Telephone Expert
Stationary Entriqcer
Textile Manufacturing
v.ivii engineer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete ConrVuct o

Plumbing, Steam KUt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Super) n teodent

-
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M

League circuit and still not do as well
as he can do right here in Chicago.
4
The catcher we now refer to is of
QL
course Roger Ilresnahan. Ever since
the closing of the 1913 seasou the
winter league scribes have been trail"PerfLCtly ridiculous:"
ing Roger. First we had him going
building facing the cathedral
have
Such was the exclamation of both ben referred to committees.
to Brooklyn and as a manager, but
These
when Wilbert Robinson affixed
of the Santa 'committees will report to the board
his President H. H.
LEFT-HANDED
WHIBCEHTHNEES
John Hancock to a Superba contract Fe Chamber of Commerce, and of Pres of governors at the meeting Thursday
that let Bresnahan out. But Cincin- ident Arthur Seiigmau, of the Santa night, but before any action is taken
nati could use Bresnahan. In fact, he Fe Club, when shown the statement every member of the club will have
OR
ROGER
OTTO
RIGHT-HANDEwould fit in nicely with the Reds. telegraphed to an Albuquerque paper an opportunity to vote. I can state
Then, too, Herrmann
that the Santa Fe Club expects to'''6"1 nere however, that there has
Chicago, Deo. 2. Like a duck takes lot worse than bv might do a whole assume
110
,alk
the club assuming
$8,000 of the cost of "the
timing Bresnahan
SCIENCE, COLD BLOODED AND UNSYMPATHETIC PROVES THAT WH EN YOU BAT RIGHT HANDED YOU
to water the Chicago fans are taking
M, .f.the cost f the building,
club building," which may be bought
manager of his 1914 Redlegs.
nor
BAT LEFT AND WHEN YOU BAT LEFT YOU BAT RIGHT HANDED.
to the announcement that there is a
SDendi6
6,000
for renovation and
What else would Mr. Murphy be by the club, the chamber of commerce
slight possibility that Joe Tinker will
repairs."
and the city council and then spend
return and play for John Evers and willing to give along with Bresnahan?
$6,000 for repairs.
RIGHT
his West Side ball club. "Give EverB Well, Mr. Murphy will, of course, have
can be repaired; in l,l8
be-it
Both
Mr.
and
state
estimation, for
Mr.
Dorniau a
and
!
Seligman
co,me
Tinker at short and he'll win the flag
comparatively small sum
also
"I refor
declared
several
as
that
leaving
England
the
"preposterous"
the National league next season,"
the
gard
spreading of any 'report to
is the talk that you heard around the "V.
missing statement that "when completed the the contrary as an
unfriendly act " he
'"'hen the roll call sounded next spring. building and grounds will liave cost
fanneries todav
continued, "tending to hurt tho '
Prom this we take it that any one of $23,000."
Meet.
Tim
Moo
r to
f
all
is
a
chance
that
And, alter
there
"
others could be
in a
Said Mr. Relloms,,,. ..Tml..i,..
- ....... a
j.
iii tin
iix ini ji mil mino'
timt ... i j cost
Tinker may return to the Cubs. Tin- - ,rade with Bresnahan. figured
iiiii
to
purchase and repair the long adobe $12,000!"
ker is willing; Evers is willing; in
2. OttO
Dec.
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
fant. nnxlniis. nnrt tlinrn la nn rinnht
but that President Murphy would be !' nabe- second baReman of the Phillies,
in a receptive mood if Garry
pleased to have the peppery Joe back:'
manager of the
the fill. fnJtl But there i nm "lnu wants hlm
other who must be willing for a trade iCineinaM Rpis ,0 succeed Joe Tinker,
v' ,io
apparently nag Deen nred. ivot
Garry Hermann, the president-man-- ;
lmBDUl rresiaeni Miter, or tne
ager-cza-r
of the Cincinnati club.
Under the new time card effective I''e, no connection
from No. 4 will be
But Hermann Is sadly in need of ai1 '"b, is wltn Knabe and Is willing
Fourth train will leave Santa
first- - class catcher and it may be that to assist in fostering the ambitions of December 7th, trains will leave and made
e
the
on
"best
ball
at
the Philadel arrive at Santa Fe as follows: First
8:u0 p. m. same as at
player
he will cast his eyes cubward when
present,
train leaves Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. as connecting wi(n No. 9 westbound and
looking for a working partner to Clark. phia National League team."
8
You know Johnny Kling is out with his
"Naturally I would like to be mana- - at present, to meet No. 10 eastbound No.
esatbound, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at 12:30 a. m. same as
annual retirement notices, so Carry ;ger of the Reds," said Otto, "but at the and No. 3
returning arat
will have to look around for a first- - sanie time. I think it is good policy rive at Santa Fe at 11:45 a. m. instead present.
!to wait until a position is offered be- - of 12:10 p. m. as at present.
iolnss receiver to assist Clarke.
Arrangements for carrying passengers on No. 3 and 4 the
He can look all around the
'nial fore accepting if."
Second train leaves Santa Fe at
California Li3:20 p. m. instead of 3:30 p. m. as at mited trains win reniai til A Kama aa
at
......
nVUCOtlt
present; passengers can take No.
Hlio natu uuuucuia ...1.1.
U. 3
Willi
jf.u.in,
westbound and No. 2. eastbound. W for Albuquerque, locally and for
jl
ORRILLA
IN Close connection is' now made with illiams, Grand Canyon, Prescott and
boenix and
in California. This
jNo. 2 which arrives in Chicago the arrangement points
also applies to passengsecond morning at 7:3u a. m. instead
ers from Las Vegas who desire
to
THE DELIGHTFUL
jor 10:00 a. m. at at present. Return-lin- come to Santa Fe or
go to Albuquerthis train arrives at Santa Fe
que and points west.
5:55 p. m. instead of (1:05 as at
Eastbound passengers will be taken
Third train leaves Santa Fe at
on at Lamy for Kansas
City and Chi.
d. m. to connect with No. 7 west-'cago, also for Denver
twice a week.
By Brownie Holmes.)
No. 4 eastbound, which pas-at 9:15 p. m. reaching Wednesdays and Saturdays when this
From all reports no more attractive 'good taste and class from the
train carries through sleeper from Los
Baseball, being a giddy young thing
; a. m. or fifteen misent on ton;-- performance of the
has
been
opera
in
jcomic
Nt
suropera
of about 70 summers, it is not
r
tllan the
production York, where they set the pace in the
of "The Rose Maid" which the man- - latest
'1.
prising to learn thus early in its capanier gowns and bizarre
we
have
of the Elks opera house mi- - ble BUirts. Tlie .Ro8e Maid.
reer that one of the things
gown and Santa ti.
..ounces for Friday, Dec. 5.
jhat are known t0 m0(istes the coun- not carry
accepted as fact for seven decades is
"The Rose Maid" is described as a try over. The large wholesale houses
an error.
consistent operetta with real comely are said to have sold almost as many
Testimony of players, coupled with
and tuneful music. The chorus Is said copies of the "Rose Maid" dress as NEW COf
man
scientific data, proves that the
NEE.
to be "A rose bud garden of girls a id the music publishers have sold of the
UkTTES.
LEATHER CO. IS DEAD
batting from the side of the plate
each girl a fashionplate." The stylish fetching "Rose Waltz," one of the
nearest first base, classed as a
D. C, Dec. 2. Chief
costumes were, recognized patterns of chief hits in the opera.
Washington,
New York, Dec. 2. Thomas A. Hall,
hit- man is right eyed, and vice versa. His .although this handicaps him going to
hitter, is really a right-haninterest in the second day's session of
president of the American Hide and
ter, while the man classed as a right-han- eye, ear and limbs are controlled by first.
the convention of
the
National
nerve fibers that cross from the left
Bob Reseller is left handed, but
hitter hits left handed.
American Woman's Suffrage Associa- Leather company, died at his home at
of the brain.
(ways batted on the far side until
Thus, Cobb and Jackson, noted
was
in the discussion of a new New Canaan, Conn., early today of
tion
The movements of the left bander Clarke Griffith induced him to bat on
while
sluggers, bat
constitution
for the organization. The keart disease. He was 6S years old,
Cravath and Chief Meyers, great are controlled by nerve fibers that the near side to benefit from his great
a change in the constitu- was the first and only president of
of
purpose
right hand sluggers, bat left handed. cross from the right half of the brain. speed. But Readier still bats on the
tion, it was explained, was to give the the American company, and in his
The batter gives force to his swing, In most cases the left hemisphere Is far side against left hand pitchers,
association
a budget system. Money eaily life was an intimate of Henry H.
with the arm and hand nearest to the the best half of the brain the think- And hits the ball harder on this side,
for
on the work
hitherto Kogers.
carrying
Some of the greatest hitters are
pitcher. PlayerB say they could hit al- ing half. Right handers are normal,
has been raised by subscription.
most as hard with one hand, as they left handers abnormal.
stronger in the right arm than in the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
In almost every line of action man left, and bat on the near side to take
Reports of credentials, ways and
se the other only to guide the bat.
Additional testimony is that they finds that his best eye and best hand advantage of this strength. Among
pieans, church work, congressional
of the Interior,
a'n'd other
but this is not true in these stars are Cobb, Jackson. Wilson,
ould see just as well if the eye near-s- t
committees, took up the Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
The
baseball. The batter who uses his Luderus, Collins, Baker and Doyle.
committee
the pitcher was blindfolded.
morning session.
Oct. 30, 1913.
which drew up the new constitution
Above Eddie Collins is shown with
The natural right handed batter best eye to follow the ball must pull
Notice Is hereby given that Ciprlano
also was ready to report.
the bat with his least effective hand his left hand off the bat, putting powtands on the far side of the plate
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who. on
he is right eyed. He could put and arm, sacrificing one strength to er Into his swing by pulling the bat
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
around with his right hand. Below
lore force into his swing hitting from obtain the best general result.
NOMINATIONS
AND
msm
Some right handed and right eyed are Collins' hands, the right gripping
le opposite side. Batting on the far
SENT IN. No. 01315 for SE4 NW4
NW4 SE4, SW4 NE4, section 3, town
it
ide, he brings his best eye into play batters have trained the left eye to- - the bat tightly, the left grasping
D. C., Dec. 2. Henry
Washington,
17 N., range 9 E N. M. P. Meri
uut minimizes his hitting because his see as well as the right, thus batting loosely. At the right is Bob Bescher
M. Pindell, the Peoria, 111., publisher, ship
best arm doesn't do the heavy work. from the near side, getting the bene- pulling the baet with his right hand,
dian, has filed notice of intention to
The left handed player stands on fit of the strongest arm and of the his left grasping it loosely. Above
dubu
I
Wilson for ambassador
to Russia.
' 1
t :
the "heart" side of the plate because shorter sprint to first on infield hits.
Bescher is shown how the left half
above described, be-tPindell's nomination failed in the ex. NaiD
Hal Chase throws left handed, but of the brain controls the right side of
fore
he is left eyed. He would hit harder
the
register and receiver. U. 8.
oiw if
on the far side.
bats from the far side of the plate to: the body and vice versa through the
of attention because of publication of l?nd (filCe10at Santa Fe' N' M" on tha
Dec. 9,
Science proves the right handed get the benefit of his strongest arm, nerve fibers.
certain alleged correspondence with
Claimant names as witnesses:
Senator Lewis.
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado
Brand Whitlock, of Toledo, was
DRAFTED BY 15 BIG LEAGUE CLUBS, NIEHOFF, SENSATIONAL LOUISVILLE
nominated for minister to Belgium, V elquiades Martinez, Juan Montoa
!
Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
and Geo. Fred Williams, of Boston,
was nominated for minister to Greece
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
SENTENCED
IS
TO
CINCINNATI.
INFIELDER,
land Montenegro.
RegistiT.
wmrrea T. Denison of New York,
was
renominated for secretary of the
Bert Niehoff, last season with the
Interior of the Philippines.
Louisville club of the American asG. D. Little, of California, was nomsociation, was the most wanted man
inated for receiver of public moneys
in baseball this year.
at Eureka, California.
season
During the championship
MISSING TORPEDO
many offers were made for the ColoBOAT IS LOCATED
nel's third baseman, but they did not
Santa Barbara, Cal., Dec. 2. The deNieof
THE
idea
Wathen's
Owner
E
approach
MUSICAL SUCCESS
stroyer Paul Jones, the only vessel in
hoff's value and were refused.
the torpedo boat flotilla unaccounted
FRANK C. PAYNE
(Inc.)
Consequently, when draft day arfor when the fleet separated in the
PRESENTS
recent storm, arrived at this port yesrived, 15 of the 1G big league clubs
terday, apparently little the worse for The
put in a claim for Niehoff and in the
Opera of
its experience in the heavy storm. The
lottery he was sentenced to Cincinnati.
Paul Jones has left for San Pedor
FUN AND FASHION,
Niehoff has bean playing
minor
111
I
I
harbor.
.
4
'
leagud ball since 1908, when he broke
111
ANOTHER INDICTMENT
5
in with Pueblo, Colo. He was tried
IN NEW YORK PROSE.
out by Pittsburg in 1911, but failed
New York, N. Y., Dec. 2. A former
to hit, and was sent to Indianapolis,
police captain, Domic Riley, was infrom where he was drafted to Omaha
dicted on a charge of bribery today
and later to Louisville.
by the grand jury in connection with
the alleged conspiracy between the
This year has been Niehoff's best.
swindlers.
police and
Not expected to do much in the hitRiley is accused of accepting $1,000
a
for
which
batted
.29G,
he
line,
ting
in return for granting the swindlers
third baseman is exceptional. In 578
police protection.
trips to the plate he made 171 hits,
including 33 doubles, 16 triples and
sm
DYNAMITE LEVEES TO
sjt
five homers. He led the association
SAVE FT. WORTH BRIDGE.
with 50 stolen bases.
Ft. Worth, Tex., Dec. 2. A levee
Niehoff was the fielding class of
was dynamited this afternoon to save
the West Seventh street bridge over
the A. A. He goes to left or right
the Trinidad river here. The river
with equal speed and comes in fast
rose 18 inches in an hour this after-- PEOPLE-60
on bunts. He is death on fly balls, not
noon from a heavy rain.
in
1913.
one
dropping
Cast and Beauty
X
X X X X
"
Niehoff's weakness is going after
Coffee
Chorus Beyond Description t
bad balls and funning. He is a natuBROWN PALACE HOTEL,
Our Own Orchestra !
ral hitter, grasping his war club at
A measure of poor cofA ROSEBUD GARDEN OF GIRLS I
the extreme end and swing with the
Denver, Colo., Nov. 29, 1913.
Each Qirl a Fashion Plate I
fee will leave just as
weight of his body. If Tinker can
Mr. P. A. Hall,
teach bim to overcome this habit of
SEE THE SENSATIONAL
much grounds in the pot
Manager Hotel De Vargas,
falling for wide balls, Niehoff should
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WALTZ ON THE STAIRS
be a sensation in the National league
as a measure of SchilBert Niehoff, Baseball Prize Pack age, who Wat Wanted ' by Fifteen
My Dear Mr. Hall:
Miss Orilla Collins, of the "Rose Maid" company, having had
and the
riext year.
Major League Club.
so highly recommended the cafe in connection with your hotel and
ling's Best, but not half
TURKEY TROTTING
x knowing that there will be such a large demand for tables after
CORRECTION IN NOTRE
as much flavor and aroma
misunderstanding about the goal on the English .Lawn Tennis association.
with the
the performance of the "Rose Maid" on December 5th, writes me
At the annual meeting of tin assoSCORE jXotre Dame's last touchdown. Dorais,
to
Three
reserve
as
Greatest
is
she
her
three
to
a
tables,
made
was
several
an
giving
party
Song
in the cup.
attempt
Austin, Tex., iDec. 2. The score of Notre Dame's full back, kicked the ciation todp.v
of her friends who are enroute from California to New York and
rata or Any Upera on
to get the English Lawn Tennis Assofootball game; goal.
the Notre Dame-Texa-s
will
who
on
at
over
Fe
Santa
the
date.
above
recent
stop
the
the Stage this Season !
ciation to break away from
Ask for
here Thanksgiving was 30 to 7, in
Thanking you in advance for your attention to this matter,
decision of the International f's oraKotre Dame's favor, instead of 29 to ENGLAND, THOUGH A
"Nifhls of Gladness," "Roses Bloom
1 am.
Best if you want the best .
LOSER, PRAISES U. S. tion permitting the payment of the ex
7, s ofBclally announced at the close
for Lovers,
Hooey moon."
Yours
very respectfully,
penses of the representative players
i4 'A game. This statement was
obtainable coffee.
JOHN M. CARSON'.
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House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights-Opp$40.00
Elks' Opera House. Price, per month
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
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But aside from the value of fruit
and nuts as an article of diet for the
DIFFERENCE HOW
YOU GET INJURED pig, they are put here for the use of
man as well and should be one ot me
elements in the saving of cost of eats
directly as well as indirectly.
Cheap Notoriety.
A man bet that he could within two
and a half hours eat one
with oyster dressing, three
loaves of bread, six large sweet pota-- j
six cups of coffee, two bunches
of celery, four dishes of cranberry
six
sauce, one glass of mint jelly,
bananas with cream, one pound of
ter. one order of squash, two mince
pies and two dishes of plum pudding
brandy sauce.
How would you like, to tackle that
menu and go through it all?
It does seem as if the end of a man's
foolishness was not yet found. Of
course in the case stated the man
He began his meal at six in
failed.
tne evening and had gone on success
fully to the mince pie and then fell in
a faint and the doctors had him from

IT MAKES ALL THE

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 3

inThe department of mounted police, one or the time honored and usetul of
failure
of
the
account
on
of
existence
out
hu
gone
stitution 01 ua wie.
the appropriation to keep it in existence.
Jt is a mistake and a misfortune that this is the case as this department
will
of the state government has been of very great service and the loss of it
the
be felt in the years to come. It filled a place that cannot be quite met by
of minute men
regular police officers as it was in the nature of a department
in
who could reach the seat of trouble sooner than even the officers who were
the same county.
At the same time the state is confronted with the condition of a shortof clerks In the
age of money in the treasury with which to pay the salaries
different departments
There have been various defenses offered which would attempt to take the
it on other
responsibility away from the place where it belongs and place
real trouble
shoulders, bul the people of the state well understand where the
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a
is all at the floor of the legislature and there It will remain in the
"Sorry you got hurt, old chap. What vager of ten dollars that induced
'man to take the chances of killing
of the voters who will remember the utter inefficiency of the legis- team?"
of
himself with eating, with all the odds
lature, at the time in the future when they can register their disapproval
"No team; automobile."
the methods adopted by that body.
against him, and nothing to gain but
"Serves
you
right!"
the small amount of money and a litThe fact that the members wi re swayed by political considerations and
retle flitting notoriety of a doubtful sort.
had so many oilier matters to attend to, does not, in any way, lessen the
who have
It might be expected of a boy, perhaps,
THE BYSTANDER
sponsibility or remove the stigma of inaction on the, part of those
who does not know any better, but
twice been in session as members and have failed utterly in their duty. SEES IT.
for a full grown man to make such a
No more flagrant failure has ever been registered than that of the legisperfect ass of himself is beyond com-- !
laiure of New Mexico which disregarded every consideration but that of
on the j
prehension.
politics and which was the subservient tool of the bosses who camped
It is astonishing to see what some
The Christmas Letter.
j
ground and moved the members like puppets that they were.
'
'pi,u,.o mo un nmnv ntitbetic things men will dn for h brief and foolish no- That, there is no money in the treasury and that the mounted police are no
season toriety. They do those things that are
longer in existence, is the fault of an inefficient, and ineffective legislature connected with the Christmas
and nothing more. Let this be remembered when the voters go to the polls that, they take away the fullest zest jsi utterly without sense and reason
ol it in certain ways. I saw a letter and which can accomplish nothing for
at the next election.
ii
given out by the department at Wash- the good of anyone and mean nothing,
a
little
and beside all this they are taking big
written
was
which
by
ingtou
ACTION.
VERY
!boy to Santa Claus and it was the chances on the results.
were
of
cost
We have heard of these eating feats
living
It would not be surprising if the solution of the
of the unselfish thought that is
which it is spirit
not usual and ' which gets right hold always, and every now and then some
partially found in the investigation of the cold storage business,
evident the government is going to undertake in earnest.
of the one who reads It. This little chap comes forward with his own
The attorney general has instructed 100 district attorneys in tne imitea
does not write for things for him-- 1 fort at the silly game, with the usual
InIs
Slates to investigate and report on the cold storage combine, and it
gelt Dllt for nis mother who, he says results of putting himself out of tne
(has been an invalid for several years world and leaving only a name, if any
deed time a start was made in this line.
It begins to look as if the proposition is the big gamble of the present jan( cannot do anything and Bhe is at all, of being a gluttonous fool. There
and 'are so many ways of being respected
day and that it will yet prove the greatest combine that has Deen tnnving "only twenty four" as he says,
and growing big at the expense and to the detriment of the people of this is "so sweet and patient, too." 'tins land ot accomplishing sometning, even
little man asks for the good St. Nick though it be but little outwardly,
country.
It has ceased to be the subject for jokes, and it has apparently gone to bring something for the suffering that one wonders how any man can
as "we are descend to these things for what he
beyond the allegation stage and has become a recognized and established mother who is in need
If the condition which seems likely to be found, really exists, there poor." The child says that he got a thinks is fame. The happiest people
fact.
too anyway are often those who are not
should be the most severe pnishment meted out to those who have en- girl to write the letter as he is
young to write himself, being but six known outside their own little circle,
gaged in the business that could be possibly enforced.
and they do not need to do these exWhen it comes to holding back for gain, the people's food supply, then years of age.
This is not one of the stock letters travagant things to gain anything of
we are in the realm of actual crime and the men who would do it are not
that Is handed out as something to value in the world.
worthy of any leniency or any consideration.
rewho
were
fill up the space in the papers at
the
and
for
no
evidently
people
had
others
thought
They
of
use
famous
his
he
made
Christmas
when
time, as it comes from the AMONG
them
looked
as
Vamlerbill
upon
garded
postoffice department at the capital,
expression which has become so well known and often quoted.
It is no wonder that the men who are engaged in this business want to and is only handed out as a specimen
come to
Light.
be heard us the crime in which they are engaged can be brought under the law of some of the appeals that
A West Virginia man gets a year's
the Christmas king on the big day of
in every state in the X'nion.
for
stealing two eggs.
when I read imprisonment
it has not. the catch tricks of other laws which can be evaded and con- the year. I alwaysandfeelrealize
He got off light. Springer Stockman.
it
what
like
a
that
letter
in
who
the
are
those
strued in the manner which will make evasion easy, but
Why Not.
would come
business of withholding food from the people are guilty under a law that is means and the joy that of friendliThirty-eigh- t
to that home if the hand
per cent of the wool
ages aid and can be enforced anywhere.
Btretched out, that used In the United States is imported.
This is recognized as criminal everywhere. It is against the very fun- ness and aid was a Kockefeller or a
Why not grow more of it in New Mexdamental law that is back of all the laws which have followed. To the vio- I would like to be one
day, and I ico? Roswell Record.
Carnegie for about
lation of it there is no defense.
the colleges and the
Hope Not.
It is well that the government and the authorities are going into the would pass up
The man who invented cold storage
libraries for a few hours and devote
serious investigation of the criminals.
some time and money to bringing to id dead, and we trust he has gone
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i La Salle Hotel

Herbert Quick, Author of "On
Board the Good Ship Earth." etc., 1
and editor of Farm and Fireside.)
( Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
(By

J

Enterprise Association.)
As a people we don't know what we
want to do in Mexico. The trouble
with us is that we haven't thought It
j
out. The greatest need In the Mexi
can situation is some straight, clear
thinking on the part of the American
For In the end, the govern
people.
ment at Washington will do what the
BIcKinley went to war
people wantwith Spain because the people were
howling for war. Wilson is under no

i
CHARLEYGANN, Prop'r
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f
m
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European Plan.
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Elegant Rooms in Connec- tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths,
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good morning. The other boy made
a wry face, addressed us m a disreus a name
jepectful manner, calling
a
which ne uiirau
,cVy,au.
The difference in tnese two ooys
lies altogether In their training. The
larger boy has a mother who teaches
him to be respectful and polite to all
The other boys hears
people.
otory and disrespectful remarks made
about people in his home, and is
mitted to indulge in such talk himself,
The first boy is destined to make a
popular and respected man, tne omer
bids fair to grow up into a "tough."
And all of this because of mother
training in the home. I.akewood
gress.
r
-

fifteen-poun-

THEY ARE TO BLAME.
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This bank invites the accounts of young men and women and desires that they form banking connections with this old established
institution.
Banking to the depositor has been reduced to simplicity mads
so by the personal service rendered every depositor.
Every person should have a "Reserve Fund" as a safeguard because there are times when ready cash is absolutely necessary. We
call your attention to the Certificates of Deposit issued by this
bank. 4 per cent interest from date of deposit:
issued In any
amount; negotiable by endorsement. These are a few desirable
features.

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
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INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

1

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as It is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,

What's Ina Name?

Office United States Bask Building
(FIRST PLOOK)

If it is a name made familiar
to the public through persistent
and truthful advertising there is
frequently a fortune in it.
It improves the old proverb
of a good name being bette:
than great riches by making
the good name bring great
riches.
Merchandising success Ib built
on service.
Advertising Is one of the
and most important
greatest
factors in modern service.
It is the electric railway over
which customers come to the
store and goods move to the
customers.
Newspaper readers are beadvertising
greater
coming
readers day by day because they
find it pays.
It keeps them in touch with
the men who are doing the
world's work in a workmanlike

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

WOODY S STAGE LINE
Prom

such pressure, and is less subject to
BARRANCA TO TAOS
selfish influences, but in the end what
the people want will be done.
Meet
Both North South
What do we the people want to
Bounds Trains.
do in Mexico?
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
A great many feel that our dignity,
the north bound train and arrival at
our national honor, our national reputation is at stake. Now that all the
Taoa at 7 p. m.
great powers of the world are with us
Ten miles shorter than any otnar
iu our policy, this feeling Is not so
Good covered hacKS and oo
way.
strong as it was, but it exists. We
teama. Fare $5.00 round trip. Toama
feel like a boy who has been stumped
furnished commercial man 'to take In
for a fight, and while he knows that,
the surrounding towns. Wire Emaudi.
0
is the last thing he should do,
grown-up- s
the
not
need
the
services
he
where
will
or
fighting
children
such
just
way.
itatlon.
Raton has a false sense of honor which he
joy which Christmas is supposed to be of his own establishments.
THEY SEE BACKWARD.
It tells them what to buy and
violate.
daren't
the
I
believe
foT.
happiRange.
when to buy at the best adTwo years ago the legislature of New Jersey passed a law clothing the the agent
in the face
To Be in Order.
But the United States is too big a
state with power to make it impossible for hopeless idiots to breed othef ness that one could read
vantage and best of all it makes
New
run
to
Villa
of
he
but
town
doesn't
of
to
case
the
the
the
in
expect
imputake up
of the child
boy
them familiar with the names
hopeless idiots at the community's expense.
should
not
ho
reason
he
be
sees
would
a
little
like
It
dence of
why
Huerta.
compensate
chap
The law was not inhumane. It was not as inhumane as had been the Richmond, Ohio,
worthy of their confidence.
Science has for any trouble and sacrifice, maybe, in running order if it developes that a would be cowardly, rather than brave,
prior policy of locking these idiots up in costly institutions.
will
man
more
be
would
to
live
worth
to
go
Mexico.
a
lick
start in
would be
ruuning
thing that
Courage
found a way by which it is possible, without pain, to make a defective sterile. and itone
to his country than a brave dead one. leads toward peace, not war.
all the year through.
with
The plan cleans the slate in a generation.
Journal.
Clovis
in
the position of a man
We are
One Saving.
The wisdom or unwisdom of applying such treatment to epileptics, feeblewho has been challenged to fight a
Now we know who are to save us
Thoroughly Good.
minded and degenerates is fairly open to debate; but the Jersey law regisof
cost
of
man
PRIVATE
The
Lake
Arthur
wise
have
of the high
duel, and is bothered by the feeling
tered a decision clearly within the legislative function. It was as plainly from theIt blight
it out that 500 cars of alfalfa that he ought not to do a thing which
Is the pomologists.
They
figured
living.
of
the
capiSERVICE
question
AMBULANCE
a decision within the
power as, for example,
can give us the' fruits of their fields have been shipped from that point he knows is silly. But let us think
tal punishment.
Fire, Life, Accident
trend of this year that would have brought that the man who is challenged by an
.
the
we
can
and
upward
defy
A
and
new
But now comes the supreme court of New Jersey and knocks this
our souls $18,000 more if held for the proper antagonist who has both arms broken
to
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc1
need
we
the
keep
things
Ambulance for the
Says the lawmakers had no right to pass it, because it wasn't "constitu and our bodies together.
time on the market, and as a result and one eye out is a coward if he acof
Invalids
Transfer
tional." The sacred constitution, written long before folks had learned to
a
in this have organized
credit cepts. Mexico has both arms broken.
A nrofessor of industry
REAL
study closely the preventive side of the problem of human waste, is used as a country the other day was talking to association, whose purpose it is to and one eye out. She could make a
Day or Night at Reabarrier to stop them from experimenting with a new teaching of social a gathering of pomologists and he loan money to the farmers to enable desperate cripple's fight for a while;
sonable Prices.
science.
t
to carry their hav until the
UnlH thm that thev are to be the
what a diKcrnre it wmilrl ht tn
City Property, Farms
,
,
,
In spirit the decision is ns if the court should rule that, automobiles not
thor-- ! tramnle on her. merelv
1jt o(pr tjme tQ Bp)L The ,d
heeanse a
De
now
was
would
it
when
constitution
been
written,
the
known
having
Ranches, Orchards
sense in what he said, too. The realjoughly good one on paper and if it; Huerta is impudent and challenging!
Phone 130 Main.
unconstitutional to ride in one.
contention of the professor was that works out In practice, the example
Some people are really sincere in
Land Grants, Etc.'
this one has behind it the fruit raisers should
Unlike most instances of judicial
go more ex- will probably be followed all over the barbarous belief that we should
no property interest seeking to evade a public duty. It is just a case of the
protect investments in Mexico spend
tensively into the production of fruit the slope. Roswell News,
mind.
But
doesn't
it
of
the
suggest and nuts- The result of this would be
judicial
natural backward mindedness
He Measures Up.
ing blood of our boys and Mexican
more
or
elastic
constitutions
more
elastic
judges?
the need of either
Ordinarily it is wise for aJ governor boys to protect dollars. But the best
indirect, as the fancy of the originaItPPIl flllt
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of the trees would yield food for the! Bible. This state never had a gov- - sist that our invasion of Mexico would
Of AM
PROFITS BY MISTAKE.
raisers and at far less cost tuauieiiior less eutaufcled iu political al ibe ruinous to investments more so
From the same sources which have been wanting Uncle Sam to throw hog now are able to furnish forage, nances or less inclined than
William
than
other
some
is
There
they
any
policy.
his support to the exploiters in Mexico, "because the peons aren't fit to rule," If the fruit raisers would grow fruit McDonald to play politics with his of
Telephone 194 Vv Room 24
possibility that some sort of order
comes now an outcry against Wilson's policy lu the Philippines.
the hogs to consume and the nuts fice. " This is one of the qualities of will be
for
a
there
within
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
learned In the only school which can teach it, the as well, it would be at far less cost the governor that demands admira- reasonable
Not
length of time by the
school of experience; not government made by the governed to fit needs than the supply comes to in the man- tion. However, there can be no fair
chilly dn aoggeit Mnuils(
Octobn'a
our
with
themselves,
warm for the inner man.
NEW MEXICO?
SAVTAFB
as the natives conceive them, but benevolent despotism imposed from with- ner it is secured now. Our fruit criticism of a governor who takes an aid; but intervention would diplomatic
CT'rA read.
mean de-We're wrtlng hot eaocolate marla from
out; the government as we think the Mexicans and the Filipinos should be growers are too tony. They think the interest in the affairs of the party or- - structive, guerrilla warfare for years
cnoice proauci; noieaior
governed, is their contention.
ita parity, excellence and
when
the opportunity land years.
pig is too far beneath us to be
oelicionaneea of flavor.
It Is as if they should say to the backward peoples:
sidered, and yet he eats more than! comes to him to render in this way a! Some think that we should put an
know
of any other at ore
We
don't
"Don't try to swim until you have learned to swim; and, in learning, we do and he would be fattening on service to his party and the public, lend to the savage bloodshed in Mexl-th- e
chocolate too
seme
that
don't go near the water."
fruit crop which was not sched- - Every good citizen, regardless of party ico. But intervention would mean war
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
axpenalTO, perhape. It'i dlffn&t at OURS
to
will
of
cause
Always there have been a few folks who thought they knew better uled as BrBts In the market.
the
knife
the
with all the Mexicans
athllation,
agree that
mere a Doming no gooa iut aw
what the many should do than the many themselves knew.
us for years.
It is said that the farmers of the good government and clean politics against
Bloodshed
A PIPING HOT
Good Teams, Rigs
few have been wrong, as events have Carolinas consider
And always those
their mulberry are promoted by Governor McDonald would be enormously increased.
CUPFUL FOR- uu
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worm
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trees
The Mexicans fighting each other
iu
per measuring up to tne laeais ana Standq erred with dainty.
proved.
There Is a maxim in education which nas stood the test of time. It is year as they do all the producing and ard of Woodrow Wilson. Questa Ga cannot perpetuate any such slaughter
live
live
tt to joa.
the pigs do the harvesting and the zette.
as would occur If we began fighting
that we best learn to do by doing.
01 rtr W CUT, we "
the Mexicans.
Let the Filipinos make mistakes if they will. Mistakes are the price of eating and the owner of the trees can
Training Telia.
Closest Route (o Cliff Dweltiofs.
We were walking the street the
Some think we are responsible for
progress. A thousand centuries of guardianship won't teach them as much go to town and enjoy himself. We all
Santa
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tor
the
F
Subscribe
own
one
of
is
It
their
mistakes.
at
real other day and noticed two little boys order on this continent There is no
the persimmon.
generation
laugh
practical wisdom as
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the paper that boosts al
funny to see It pucker the lips ot the playing near the sidewalk. One of ground for this belief. We never have Mexican,
for
the
and
works
time
npbuild
th
Is
It
them the larger one called us poreally dead. The tiger eater, but the pig does not think
It is Just as well not to think that Tammany
Phone Livery. : : : Espanola. N,
in of our naw 8tmus
funny; he thinks it the real thing.
litely by name and spoke a cherry
(Continued On Page Beven.)
belongs to the cat family, and we all know the number of lives a cat bas
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The Mind Expands
As Health Returns

FOREIGN

When
Improvement Is NoticedGiven
Is
Proper Aid to Nutrition
health is
A low state of the general
now the accepted cause of backwardness in children. So In the case of a
backward child it is best to look towards building up its health. It will
usually be found that the main trouble
is in the food, in .lack of assimilation
and digestion. Hence care should he
taken in the kind of food given to the
child.
This, with plenty of air and
exercise, should bring about a change
for the better.
Watch the condition of the bowels,
MS!?', .
.
- '
m
to note whether the waste is being pas
Bed off or not, or whether it is being
LUCILE McBROOM.
passed too freely. If either condition
dose of that one dollar a bottle, the latter for famiprevails give a small
Dr.
p oil lnvntlve-toniCS- .
tl
lies who need it regularly.
Thousands j
Caldwell's Syvup Pepsin.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has no
wonders
the
to
of mothers will testify
equal as a cure for constipation, inof
their
lives
the
in
it has wrought
sour
le- - digestion, biliousness, headache,
own children, and for that reason
liver
on the stomach,
stomach,
gas
Mrs.
of
those
like
gions of families
trouble and kindred complaints. It has
nnlRv McBroom, Hillsboro, Ind., are so
many advantages that those who
is
She
never without it in the house.
once
use it forever after discard causthe mother of Lticile and has been
thartics,
salts, pills, and other coarse
for
ing Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Mcremedies, for they are seldom
Lucile since she was two. Mrs.
and should never be given to
Broom says it saved Lncile's life. It
children.
is the standard family medicine in the
Families wishing to try a free samMcBroom home.
by
It is pleasant to the taste and so ple bottle can obtain it postpaid 419
in- addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
perfectly safe that it is given to
A
111.
fants, and yet it is equally effective Washington St., Monticello,
name and ad
with
card
sell
All
postal
your
druggists
for grown people.
it and the price is only iifty cents and dress on it will do.
Quick

.
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Every woman may write fully and confidentially to Dr. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Uuffalo, N. Y., and may be
sure that her caFe will receive careftii, conscientious, confidential
consideration, and that experienced medical advice will be given
to her absolutely free.

E

Washington, D. C, Dec. 'J. "The
time has come when the department
should be freed from excessive prices
charged by private manufacturers of
armor plate, guns and gun forging.
A

n

ARTHUR

;

Secretary.
Santa

Comnjanflerj
Regular
conclave fourth Mod
in each month at
HhII at 7:30
Ke

No. 1, K. T.

.....1

SAUES
SPANISH

p. m.
W

for
Gar-

FOR HE NT - Five swell furnished
rooms. Cor. Don Caspar and Manhattan Sis. I'hone 147 V.

M

H

SELIGMAN,

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach,
erand bowel: Sugar coated, tiny granules easy to tal.a as candy.

THE

lifilit.
field.

FOR KENT 10 room house oppoSanta Fe Chapter No
Ellis
house, Bath electric
1, R. A. M.
Regulai site uiul opera
range, o. c. Watson & Co.
seeonc lights
convocation
Monday of each montb
Three or six room
FOR RENT
at Masonic Hail at
Ap
house, furnished or unfurnished.
7:30 p. ni.
ply D. S. f.owitzki, 220 Han r ranclsco.
J. A. MASS1E,

Uv

DlllnllPU
and munitions.'
Secretary or me
TWO FROM
NEW CURE IS
Navy Joseplius Daniels thus opens his
SWINDLE
BY FILTERED AIR!
argument for a government owned
armor plant and factories in what is
undoubtedly the most radical depart- - Baltimore, Md., Dec. 2. With 200
Chicago, Dec. 2. The lime worn
...... ....1 ..r,..r.,.r dvup mndti In 'A nrpH.iesh from his body Spanish swindle of the Russian pris- The mi - !"'l""
dent by a nhliw.t nflicer
........... ... tia ucrrutnl'V U,'tt Kllh. by boiling tar, and his life despaired oner'H fortune has a Nemesis in ( hiTheodore F. Kilberg of 211
Of, Harry F. Stabler,
years old,
........,
i
l,
ter undergoing a new treatment at a West. Schiller street, a real estate man
i,is now able to walk saved two Americans trips to Madrid.
ne.ie
manufacture war munitions for profit .hospital
where they were to pay $:i,tnio for a
yard.
mulct their government of enormous about the hospital,
was deemed to be im-- ! secret signature releasing $H!0,()0O in
sums while they favor foreign na
a
Boston hank.
practicable and physicians at the hos-.tions when bidding on war supplies
.
!pitul decided to try the effect of che-- j
Kilberg was in New York on ins va- Most of these necessaries lor the mcaUv trea(ed ah. on tne buniP(1 Bllr. Latioll a
when he met ,T.
Bf,
.
..u
a
navy are muue
As a result 70 Koschatzsky and his daughter, who
patient.
and
facturers," says the secretary
were preparing to sail for Europe.
n Uia' nini-itll'uiut null nh. They told him of the fortune which
rrl,
high that I e.rne.tly recommend that
w
to a depth of a six- they would receive on arriving there.
.
,
appropriations be made for au armor
Kilberg explained the old swindle and
plate factory and an increase in tlie
was conducted with the Milwaukee man and bis daughter,
An
experiment
gun factory, the powder factory, and !sfi'i'-- 'i and the. re- - returned home.
the torpedo works. The departine"'
slcians 1o
When Kilberg returned to Chicago
is forced to
franio- - he found Williau Herbecke. his omui
who lives at 21 West Schil
designod to
street, ready to start for New York
dy of the pa-jlo tho waist, to accept the generous proposition of
.

,

E

7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W.
LINNEY, Secretary.

Desirable rooms
liKNT
housekeeping. Modern, 204
Phone LMS J.

FOR

Regular commuul
cation firtt Mondaj
of each month at
Matonic Hall at

one-ce-

sugar-coate-

13

Loug

No. 1, A. F. & A. M

A medicine prepared by regular graduated physician of unusual experience in treating woman's discusescarefully adapted
to work in harmony with the mostdelieate feminine constitution.
All medicine dealers have sold it with satisfaction to customers for the past 40 years. It is now obtainable in liquid or
d
tablet form at the drug store or send 00
stamps for a trial box, to Buffalo.
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and Strength

For those ills peculiar. to women Dr. Pierce
recommends his "Favorite Prescription" as
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
j
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. SO
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has tiled
tice of his intention to make final
- his eUiiin under
" "f r- rt- i,f
sections 1 anu li or me act oi niarcii
3, 1801 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 i'ii
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
lowing-name-

-

j

E. C

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fc Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th deAncient and Ac- S. Cornr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
gree.
cepted Scottish Rite of 1!H3, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
Free Masonry meets on Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
the third Monday cf each month at and 2 and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N ,
7:30 o'clock In the evening in the New R 1 W., N. M. I. M.
He names the following witnesses
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend to prove his actual continuous adverse
E. C. ABBOTT,
possession of said tract for twenty
Venerable Master years next preceding the survey of the
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy,
township, viz.:
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
J. Salazar, E. A. Mlera, all of Cuba,
B P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo N. M.
P. O. B.
460. B.
Any person who desires to protest
(
holdi its reguiai against the allowance of said proof,
eislor. on the sec or who knows of any substantial reaf out-t- i
nd
ond
son under the laws and regulations ot
Wednesday cf eact the interior department
why such
month. V i 1 Ynf p,.0f should not be allowed will be
.mm the chin ithe nrisoiier. "Serge. Solovieff." Solo- invK
above- brothers are
EjVPn an opportunity at the
Icident was the arrest o Ray
was exposeu io me air iiihi nii- - vieff had written to Harbecke
Just Wantoness.
ed and welcome
wn
tliej
time and place io
mentioned
IcsrrvlnE enfold
the chemically treated same letter that has been written tnpnwR,D p DAVIES,
Somennrtv without fear of the ord
the witnesses of said claimant
uiiuor plate aud gun jered through
t
numerous .Americans in uie
ot
Exalted Ruler,
Igauze stretched on the frame.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
to swindle them. Kilberg explained
C. H. WILSON
that submitted by claimant.
Harbecke
retary recommends that DON'T KNOW WHAT WE
and
to
relative
his
the letter
Secretary
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
luthorize the building of a
WANT IN MEXICO didn't buy 1he ticket to Europe.
Register.
t owned and operated armFe
Santa
Camp
or plate factory. "It is sufficient to
uc. naiuu nauge.
W.
A.
M.
from page six.)
(Continued
PUBLICATION
135J4,
FOR
NOTICE
PACKED STUFF OFF
mention here," he says, "that only
meets first Tuesday Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
wantoness and a desire to kill. He who
three firnis in this country can manu- been
of
PAILS
'he
DINNER
'.he
Odd
month.
IN
Trial.
enell
nf
is
Third
of
The
policeman
child
appointel
would rob a little
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Novempleasure
facture armor plate, and that these western
W Fellows' Hall.
Vis
world, and we cannot accept
ber 0, 1913.
Connie
indeed thoughtless. Lakewood ProgE. Pralher is up again firms have
bids
armor
for
in
plate
put
appointment. We shall do more Fall River, Mass., Dec. 2. Investigaress.
for trial charged with murdering Da- seldom
iting neighbors wel(Republication)
over a few dollars, the
...... -- ...i.... K.r noctiitir nur mnral wpitrllt
varying
come.
Notice is hereby givnn that Fran
vid P. Windsor, out on the east plains, and in many instances being identical
'
.
. law and tion Into alleged wholesale thefts from
A. G. WIIITTIEI1, Consul.
cisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
In Mud and Water.
July 26, 1910. This makes his third to a cent, Asked for reasons as to
the American Printing Company and
constitutional government, as Wilson ithe
indicted by the the
small holding claim No. 5277, serial
since being
Printing Company has A. E P. ROD1NSON, Clerk.
An automobile party containing tlis trial
Algonquin
uniformity of these bids, two of is
No. 0152I7, for Lot. 1, Section 21, Lots
doing n. m ...u.a.
of
0I)Kr,h.B
as the
that
firms
the
driver and four ladies from Dawson, grand jury the fall terra following
frankly
replied
conF. W. FARMER 4, 5 and li. Section 16, Township 21 N ,
contract would be divided amongst
who had attended tho Thanksgiving the killing. Twice he has been
Homestead No. Range 1 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
them anyway, the only effect of com-- mwi nnvv into the balance. For moral i(on of clothdance in this city, met with an acci- victed of second degree murder.
2879, Brother filed notice of intention to make smalt
.
In three tenement houses 8,00(1 yards
Alilit-u-iPrather and Ed Barnard, who mar- petitive bids would be to reduce the
dent at the edge of the city while resuasion maaes
hood of Amen holding proof to establish claim to the
A'
'of e00(ls wepe found. Some of the
turning home yesterday morning. The ried Prattler's sister, were squatters profit made by all of the three firms."
can Yoemen.
land above de scribed, before Juan 0.
car ran off a low bridge half overturn- on the1 range, and had a small cornSmaller stores in the neighborhood
"Prices charged by tbese firms for
Meets leeond Sandoval, V. S. Commisioner, at Cuba,
into field. It is said that Windsor and armor have been investigated by conup several thousand more
ed, participating the occupants
N .M., on the 12th day of December,
and fourth
had disputes over gress a number of times and by spe- thev are lew who think we snouiu
the mud and water. None of the party the brothers-in-laof the 1D13.
...... ,.. ,u
Officials of the American Printing
were injured or was the car damaged. land, Windsor being a large stock- cial boards of experts, and in every
He names the following witnesses to
month at the
man. It. was over these disputes that case the investigators have reported
tile; V; ,va. Company estimate, their loss at thou-- j
,. s h
Springer Stockman.
Fireman's Hall. prove his actual, continuous, adverse
mouths
Four
Windsor's small that the prices charged are greatly in
ago.
the killing resulted.
dollars
of
slon of Mexico at present would belauds
H. Foreman. R. L. Paca.
possession of said tract lor twemy
son was an eye witness to the killing, excess of the cost of manufacture. It
Horse and Man Mix.
unwise. For we had better, from the .they piacea private These men lean.- Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
years next preceding the survey of
as
Frank Alexander, son of Mr. and and his testimony consumed a large is evident that without an armor plant
operatives.
of cold Machiavellian policy, let plant
the township, viz:
tooK
.......
that
ed.
i
thev
Mrs. S. A. Alexander, is convalescing part of yesterday afternoon, after the nt ita nwn Hie envernment iii time of!..
said,
operatives
thom.
..in
Santa Fe Lodge
veTranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
A special
and
enin
mapdinner
cloth
be
war
from injuries received by getting mix-i- jury was empaneled.
would
pails
war or impending
the away
.,, to weaken
them by
No. 2, Knight
of Archibeque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe
...
.
man.
linriiHH
it
One
the
tholr
darkto
iU.nrf
in
the
issued
horse
be
or
to
frantic
had
with
a
,.,,,,!
nire
complete
tnese inree use of our men anu money, ntra u
up
...
tlrely at tne mercy
.
.
meets Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Pythias
to
H..ah-ermanufacturers and obliged
and lis claimed, even drove up to tne mum
less. The horse was tied in front of list.
to murder Mexicans
Second and
every
in
Any person who desires to protest
when
carried
goods
and
residence
and
of
asked.
away
he Alexander
The defense will put up the plea
practically whatever price they
render Mexico prostrate, things had after hours
of
Fourth
the allowance of said proof,
Friday
against
oc
most
boxes.
a
him
to
and
something
iYank went
Then the secretary makes
get
seif defense.
l.ptter be left to drift. A Richelieu, or trunks
8 or who
of any substantial
knows
at
month
the
in
and
urred to frighten the animal,
The first trial both of the brothers-in-la- startling statement. He practically a Macliiavelli, in our place, would see
o'clock p. m.
reason under the laws and regulation
GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
ddition to tearing down a couple of
such
were found guilty of murder charges these armor plate manufac- that. Mexico will be easier conquered
Meeting in R. of the interior department why
The best safeguard against croup is
panels of fence, he jumped upon his in the second degree. Owing to an turers with grafting off their coun- next year, or the year after, than now.
will be
allowed
not
be
should
over
Hall
P.
proof
of
and
Tar
of Foley's Honey
owner and fractured a couple of ribs. error in
needs in time of war. "History
Kvery day Mexico staggers nearer a bottle
at the
securing the jury, a second try's
Kaune's store.
given an opportunity
Frank was laid up for a few days, but trial was granted. In the second trial does not warrant an assumption that to exhaustion. Every day she is Com pound in the house. P. H. Ginn,
time and place to
All
children
writes:
Ga
"My
these
of
visiting
is now around again and almost ready Barnard was
the
we
companies
Mlddleton,
if
new
patriotism
wounds,
sought
at
but
Prather
bleeding
acquitted,
the witnesses of said claimto croup, easily
Knights are most
to their desire to
to tackle another. Silver City Inde- was convicted. Prather
pull her down, instead of helping are very susceptible
appealed to would prove superior
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Invited.
I give them Foley's Hon-eas
cordially
"inasmuch
cold.
he
for
catch
off
let
aud
says,
stand
profits,"
we
should
was
pendent.
her up,
the supreme court and the case
of that submitted by claimant.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
war with Spain the
and Tar Compound and in every
struggle go on.
remanded back for trial in the dis- during the time that
FRANCISCO DEI3 ADO,
K. of R. and S.
relief
re- andA.
REINGARDT,
these
was
get
prompt
instance
hon
Careless Gun Handling.
imminent,
companies
of
they
national
From the standpoint
trict court. Roswell News.
Register.
.
fused to accept the price fixed by con-- .
An accident fraught with possibilif jnvestments,
of unselfishness, are soon cured. We keep it at home
ties of tragedy occurred to a party of
gress after investigation as a just iam, sen8hneSB, there is nothing to do and prevent croup." Sold by The Cap-- FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA COUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP.
Lodge No. 259, holds ltt regular
rate and declined to manufacture any bl) to let tne Mexicans work out their ital Pharmacy.
young men from the Cottage Sanitor-In- WIFE DRINKS TO
These coughs are wearing and if
meeting on the first Thursday of eack
until tney got tneir own price. QWn prohien)S, with such aid as their
Sunday evening. They had been
down
jannor
HUSBAND
SOBER
Ads. always month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m they "hang on." can run one resist-uncWant
Mexican
Xew
of $100 a ton more than that which
out rabbit hunting north of the Saniwill
allow
e
passjons all( prejudices
and wel physically and lower the vital
Invited
are
brothers
It.
had
on."
determined
results.
Visiting
Try
tarium and were preparing to return
us.
congress
bring
jihem to receive from
to disease. Mr- Bob Ferguson,
come.
2
Ellen
Mrs.
Dec.
home.
A shot gun in the hands of
Philadelphia.
Then Secretary Daniels proceeds to
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
BENITO ALAR1D, President
one of the men exploded as the man Roswick, of South Second street, Cam- press the point home." "In this con-bad
"1 was greatly troubled with a
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
was climbing Into the wagon. The full den, has a brand new way to cure her nection," he continues, "it is well to
me awake nights.
COURT SCORES "THIRD DEGREE"
that
SUPREME
CALIFORNIA
cough
kept
he
When
one
of
of the husband
drunkenness.
note that the love of country possess
charge entered the flank of
ODD FELLOWS. Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
horses and Inflicted a hole an inch in comes home Intoxicated she waits until jed by these companies did not pre-No. 2, I. 0. O. F. and Tar Compound completely cured
LAW
THE
until
DEFY
she
drinks
diameter. Dr. Woodman the veterin- he sobers up and then
vent them from furnishing armor to
SAYS PRIVATE DETECTIVES BOLDLY
Santa Fe Lodge me."
arian, was summoned by phone and she gets flgthing mad.
Russia, as reported to congress, in
meets
regularly
treated the animal and at last reports
were
while
a
1894
at
$249
ton,
they
to
Recorder
Mrs. Boswick told this
New Mexican TVant Ads. always
every Thumday evening at 8 o'cloci
it was making a satisfactory recovery. Stackhouse when she caused her hus- charging the United States $616.14 a
Try it.
In grilling District Attorney E. B, In Odd Fellows Hull. VUltlni broth- bring results.
and Those
Poor
Silver City Enterprise.
nnnn
the
under
Helpless
the
inn
niirrhnsps
band to be arraigned on a charge of
are Subjected to;Stanwood of Yuba county, for holding ers always welcome.
Redress
nor
Without
did
it
hinder
of
tract
1893,
March,
beating ber.
Fined For Gun Toting.
Hideous Cell Tortures," Asserts At- arrested laborers witnout cnarging any
them from furnishing armor to Italy
worked in
The original hooze-boogtaking cognizance of
of
A Mexican boy by the name
of Indicted Hop Pickers who crime, and
1911 at $395.03 a ton, while they
torney
de- PROFESSIONAL CARDS
for a while. It broke
were charging their own governCarried Charges of Abuses of Au- abuses charged against 'Burns
Rayes was standing in front of the beautifully to see
she
said,
Chief
in
drunk,
heart
these
her
cases,
tectives employed
ment $420 a ton, and that even ut the
Lyric theater about 8 o'clock last and he
thority to Highest State Tribunal.
stayed sober three months at present day, according to information
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Justice Beatty scathingly denounced
revolver
By JACK JUNG MEYER.
evening when a
unusual.
a
tbese tactics.
was accidentally discharged in his stretch, something
seems reliable, they are furnish (Staff Special).
that
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
"I know something of the ways of
But, like every other plan, this one
The bullet ranged downMarvsville. Cal., Dec. 2. "Third de- pocket.
ing the armor for the Haruna, now
City Attorney.
ward, barely grazing his leg and bad its weakness for Mrs. Boswick got being built by the Kawasaki Co., at ;gree" tortures are reserved for the detectives in regard to prisoners in
the variety of cases that come before CapiUI City Bank Building,
its force drunk before ber husband got sober. Kobe for Japan, at $406.35 a ton as jpoor.
spending
providentially
I
Rooms
Fortunately Then there was trouble, and he hit against the price, ranging from $504
against the pavement.
That claim, together with a protest this court," said Chief Justice Beatty.
New Mexlec
"And I know," he continued, "that
Santa
for some innocent bystanders, the on her. Boswick was sentenced to one to $440 a ton, which they are now against the use of meaievai oarD&n- Fe,
R'Y
T., & S.
in de- ly consequence resulting from the ac- - month in jail.
charging us for the armor of battle-- j ties upon helpless prisoners by private! they set the law at defiance k
ship
(detectives with the cannivance of thejtaining people withoutin authority, eep Chas. F. Easley, . Chat. H.
TIME TABLE
the meantime
them secluded and
EA8LEY A EAiLF.Y,
shows
Mr. Daniels
that Japan,
to
third
the
them
degree."
aw.
t
subject
Attorneys-iFrance and Russia have all seen the
To Effective January 1st, 1913- This was after District
Attorney
Practice In the CoutU and Dsl.r.
necessity of a government owned arYuba county, had been Land
of
Stanwood
mor plant, and that in England "the
Department.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to concited to reveal the whereabouts of
Land grants and tltl.e examined.
extortions of what is described In the
nect with No. 3 westbound and
held as a
Edward
Gleaser,
Santa Fe, N. M iranch Office, Estak
No. 10 eastbound.
English papers as the 'armor ring,' for
testihad
Stanwood
after
and
witness,
there is every reason to believe that
da, N. M.
fied that he did not know what had
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
the agreement to maintain high prices
left
had
Gleaser
of the boy.
m.
become
is
W.
PRICHARD,
manufacturers
Q.
international,
among
the district attorney's office with two
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuhas resulted in agitation for a governand Counsellor-at-Lav- .
Attorney
two
before
Burns detectives
days
ment plant for that country."
Practices in all the District Count
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Stanwood had been ordered to bring and
Then .Mr. Daniels proceeds to make
attention to
Coast points.
special
gives
him into court on habeas corpus.
the most startling statement of all. He
before the State Supreme Court.
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conLeave
that
court
there
added
The
supreme
II
has
N.
in effect charges that congress
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
abuses Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe,
the
to
curb
remedies
were
legal
In
influenced
behalf
been improperly
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
complained of.
of the steel trust, and he challenges
"Cut-off- "
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
with
R. M.
and
Albuquerque
Austin
Lewis
Attorneys
them to defy American public opinion
Dentist.
train for Clovis and Vecos Valdethe
however,
for
defense,
Royce
by refusing to authorize a government
Ov.r Split Jewelry Store.
ley points.
clare that those remedies are almost
owned plant. "I do not see," he says,
1 aud I.
Rooms
because
genof
application
impossible
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:06 p.
"how it is possible for congress to
Re
Phone
(.
m.
erally the county authorities under
: Justify to the people a refusal to erect
Office Honrs 8 a. m. t. I
whom the detectives work refuse to
a government plant, nor how it can
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conLeave
And by Appointment.
issue complaints against them, even
answer the charge that will Invariably
nect with No. 7 westbound berI
tortured
the
on
affidavit
prisoners.
by
be brought up that the same myste
SUR- NUMBER
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
'Morevover," says Iewis, "it is not YOUNG WOMEN:
rious providence which saved this
4 eastbound.
PRISING.
asto
detective
a
for
a felony
private
profitable business to the steel comThe number of young women who Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:36 p.
sault a prisoner under color of author
panies. three times in the past, even
with weak back, dizzy and nerv- suffer
m.
with
case
is
the
regular police. 'ous
ity as
after money for a government plant
dull headache and weari
spells,
menace,
becoming
This is a serious
had actually been appropriated,
Is
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
Diaa-de- r
anu
more and more common throughout ness is surprising. Kidney
not still at work exercising its benefnect with No. 8 eastbound, and
cause these troubles, but if
ills
the
is
And
it
always
icent protection over these lusty speNo. 9 westbound.
Chief Justice Beatty of the Califor- the country'.
Kidney Pills are taken as dicimens nf infant Industries, who are nia Supreme Court.
poor and helpless prisoners who suf- Foley
relief follows promptly, and
rected
arrive Santa Fe 1t:8d
Returning,
fer."
even now under government InvestiContain no habit
a. m.
Men of means with social and busi- the ills disappear.
authorities, has been laid officially begation as violators of the anti-truThe Capital Pharmacy.
ness affiliations, who cannot be spirited forming drugs.
law."
fore the California supreme court.
for
It Is one of the many startling de- away and held incommunicado, are Work tor tne New Mexican, it n
velopments in the Wheatland hop field seldom if ever subjected to the third
Reports.
you. for Santa Fe and
riot cases, distinguished for charges degree, it is pointed out. Men with- working (or
the new state.
v--kt
out redress are the only victims.
of abuse of authority.
j
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A.

Moneyback

F.

tley

N0.-39-

means

Schilling's Best; and it
means the grocer returns
a dissatisfied customer's
money as quick as he can.
What happens then ?
She isn't dissatisfied

j

tun

wf

can't be.

Who is?

The grocer
Nobody.
has lost nothing, and she
has lost nothing. That's
how
ihok at it.

Call "Central"

For quiet results, a
little "WANXV .K.u:

Train

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

PAGE EIGHT

government and counsel for the Southera Pacific railroad came in with additional briers arguing whether oil is a
mineral. The government has a suit
to cancel grants to the .Southern Pacific on the ground it was not intended that mineral lands should pass to it,

-

RESTS ON
WHETHER OIL IS MINERAL.
Dec. 2. The conWashington. D.
test over $700,000,000 worth of oil
lands, part of grants to the Pacific
railroads, took an unusual turn today
before the supreme court when the
DECISION

-

OFFICIAL.

j

FOUR DECISIONS IN

j

Syll.ibus.
1.
Where a district court is with-- ;
out power to suspend the execution of
the judgment, in a criminal cause, or
IU H I IHll.'tU lilt I U1U1II tllir hi,
ji it, i
to do so, i3 null
so made,
iiiid void and without force and effect,
and amounts to surplusage.
2.
Where a defendant, duly senRELATES
TO
MOST
IMPORTANT
fenced by a district court to serve
HABEAS
EDDY definile term in the state penitentiary
FROM
CORPUS
at
is permitted to go and remain
COUNTY-SEV- ERAL
IMOTHER
large, under a void order of the court
he may he taken into custody and com-PORTANT POINTS ARE RULED ON.
pelled to serve the term fixed in the
judgment, even though a longer period
of time than that for which he was

SUPREME COURT

TODAY

Break Away
from the Big Three
Nothing is more monotonous than the
monotony of meat, bread and potatoes alone
three times a day.

MOREYS

LOWER

Solii

COURT

IN TWO

CASES IS AFFIRMED

w

Groceries

Four opinions on an order overrul

were
ins; a motion for a rehearing
handed down today hy the supremo
court. In case No. J5GS the motion
for a rehearing was overruled, and in
k'ases Xos. 15S0, 1587, 1602 and 1600,
Prob-jabl- y
'decisions were handed down.
the most important case is the
denying of a writ of habeas corpus

offer a delightful variety of foods and a delightful "relief from
tne three principal staples.
Solitaire Canned Corn, Beans, Peas, Tomatoes. Meets. Succotash
and other vegetables add zest to the meal, because they
ring their Tun toou value and the treshness ot the field
to the table when fresh vegetables are not obtainable.
' The Beit the Grocer Can Deliver.
THE MOREY MERCANTILE
Denver, Colo.

CO.

F. ANDREWS
Market.
Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every

JUST RECEIVED
CAR OF

ANOTHER

Famous Empress Flour
Phone No.4

thereafter petitioner was taken into
'custody and conlined in the state pen-at Santa Fe. Thereupon pe-- j
titioner applied to this court for his
release upon a writ of habeas corpus,
Writ or habeas corpus denied.

this county is received will be sent to
the various couties. This apportton-jitentiarnieiit of 53 cents makes a total of 92
cents a pupil apportioned from the
slate current school fund this year, th2
sum of 22 cents having been ap- portioned in March, and 1" cents fn
September.
Magdalena Complaints.
,,.,.,.t rnmtilqfllta nunnH.Kmr tll.l
service on the .Magdalena branch ol
the Santa Fe, between Socorro and
state
Magdalena and Kelly, gayd-th- e
eornnralion commission " considerable
f8r not trying to remedy the
condition, and this lead (lie commis;si(m (hIg morning to Bpeak ln its own
defense. From the records ln the office of the commission, it appears that
In more than a dozen letters the commission has had up with' the railmatter
cf
the
officials
road
ever
branch
on
this
service
since December 12th, 1!i12, and in that
time they have secured a number of
betterments in the service, notably
the orders of the superintendent start
on time, that is, 6:45 a. m.s that the
eenrhes be warmed, and that if the
train is returning from
Iagdalena
about on time that the southboond
connec
3
for
minutes
train be held
t,on w)(h ,hlg brallch )ne. However
,he coimnlssfon las written the rail
r(md again , tne pagt week regavd.
to
ing these complaints and intends
Iteep after the matter until the best
has been sepossible arrangement

:,,,.

-

c.lirtji

In the Supreme Court.
lu the supreme court today the case
c C. C. Murray, receiver for the New
Mexico Central, vs. the treasurer and
collector of Torrance county was argued and submitted. E. W, Dobson
of Albuquerque represented the railroad, and Ira L. Grimshaw, assistant
attorney general, the state's Interest.
In this case the procedure in the set
of taxes was the source of
the contention. The case of Samuel
Q Hauna vs. M. C. McGrary from Sofirmed.
corro county was also argued and sub
SYLLABUS BY THIS COURT.
I. Where a justice of the peace, mitted. In this case J. G. Fitch of So
under section !?, chapter B7, session "orro represented Hanna, and Alex,
laws, 1!)07, finds that a criminal prose-- It. MacDonald of Cutter, the interests
cutlon has been Instituted "malicious- of McGrary.
SYLLABUS.
ly. or without probable cause," and
1. On appeal to the district court taxes
the costs against the prosocittMoney From Land Office.
or
a
a
me
cause
iiom
peace
justice
isjim, wtnesSi and the prosecuting witThe state land commissioner yester- ness appeals from a judgment,
the ,iay deposited with the state treasurer
2. In the absence of a contract, ex- case
should be docketed as the State the sum of $36,078.67, earnings of the
or
press
Implied, between attorney and vs. the prosecuting witness, and not state land office which was divided
client, fixing the stipulated percentage as originally entitled.
among the various funds as follows:
which the payee Is entitled to recover
2. In such case, where
the prose- Common school fund
$11,699.49
from the payor, in case of default and
witness
cuting
appeals from a judg- State lands maintenance
7,226.22
the placing of the note in the hands ment of the
taxof the peace
Rio Grande Imp. permanent
5,392.36
of an attorney for collection as the ing him withjustice
(he costs, the district Permanent reservoir fund.. 3,692.59
compensation which (he attorney is to!court is required to try (he question
Rio Grande. . . . 1,297.93
receive, the attorney is only entitled as to whether the prosecution was in- Improvement
to recover from his client the
stituted maliciously, or without probable value of his services.
able cause de novo, and must enter its
Judgment of the court below re- own Independent judgment in the case.
versed and cause remanded with in fn Ktieh r'flMP tllO HiunroUnn nmfGowuI
structions to the district court to
the statute upon the justice of the
ter judgment in appellee's favor forjpeace is
necessarily transferred to the
me Bum ui $..iiu.
'district court.
KKiD & HKKVEY, For Appellant
3.
tTpon such appeal the burden is
W. E. ROGERS For Appellee.
upon the state to show that the proBeV. B. Harris, appellee, vs.
E. F. cution was instituted
maliciously, or
j Hardwick,
appellant from Eddv coun. without probable cause.
ty.
EDWARD D. TITTMAN,
This is an action on a contract en-- j
Special Prosecutor for
tered into between appellant and ap- the State.
es-! No
pellee for the conveyance of real
appearance for Appellee.
tate in Eddy county, N. M. By the
terms of the contract appellant was to
pay appellee as consideration for the VARIOUS SCHOOL
real estate the sum of $3500 and ap
FUNDS MAKE
pellee was to furnish the appellant an
abstract of title, showing fee simple
GOOD SHOWING
title In appellee, with the exception of
a certain mortgage in the sum of
With the beginning of the fiscal
$1703.15 and interest thereon
from
it is interesting to note condiiOct. 28, 1!07, at the rate of 10 per year,,
tions in the state educational departcent and taxes tor the last half of the
ment. Never before in the history of
year 1908, which sums were to be paid
out of the purchase price or assumed the state has there been so bright an
On the day of making outlook for education in New Mexico
by appellant.
'aiid executing said contract, appellant as at the present time. The state denow equipped to carry on
paid to appellee the sum of $300. The partment is
amount of the mortgage, interest and the common schools of the state to
taxes named in said written contract better advantage than ever before; it
amounted to $2225, which sum togeth- has the resources for paying $;!00 for
er with the $300 paid deducted from five months teachers salary in disthe stipulated purchase price of $3500 tricts where the income is insufficient
left remaining due the sum of $925 for to pay the teacher, and it has an am
which appellee recovered judgment In pie funds for the building of school
houses in districts where they are
the lower court.
needed and which
have previously
Judgment of the court below
been helped on the teachers salaries.
On December 1st there was in tin;
Syllabus.
1. A agreed with B that he would current school fund the sum of
,
which will be apportioned among
procure a mortgage on land owned by
A to be foreclosed and sold on execu- the various counties of the state aB
tion. B. agreed to become the pur- - soon as the Luna county school cenchaser of the land at such sale, and to sus is received. This will give each
pay to A. the difference between the county about 53 cents a head for each
price he was required to pay for the person of school age.
land less than $3500. The contract
On the same day there was in the
was fully performed, and B. was Reserve fund the same sum, viz,
placed in possession of the land, unThis reserve fund is created by
der a deed executed to him under such taking half the current school fund
foreclosure proceedings. He refused four times
annually, and the money
to pay A the agreed difference of $925. thus
segregated is set aside for the
Held, that the vendor would recover purposes of aiding in holding at least
the stipulated price.
five months school in every district in
The statute of frauds Is no bar to New Mexico.
jan action for the price of land actual-- I
On December 1st, there was also in
ly conveyed, where the deed has been the School
Building fund the sum of
,
(accepted or title has otherwise
This fund is formed by
$54,883.77.
although life grantor could not taking the amount left In the reserve
have been compelled to convey, or the
fend at the end of each school year.
grantee to accept a deed, because the It is used for the
purpose of building
contract was oral.
and
school buildings in dis-- ;
Gibbany & Black for appellant. J. tnctsfurnishing
to
not able
provide themselves
G. Osborn, W. B. Robinson for appelwith adequate school houses, the only
lee.
requirement being that these districts
In re Juan Lujan, habeas corpus.
On September 25th, 1908, Juan Lu- must previously have been helped by
jan the petitioner herein, upon a plea the state from the reserve fund by
of guilty to an iuuicimeui charging retting help for their teachers pav.
In addition to the above the com
him with the crime of assault with
mon schools get the interest from two
deadly weapon, was, by the district
court of Eddy county, sentenced to permanent funds. One being five per
serve a term of imprisonment of two cent of the proceeds of the sale of pub
years in the territorial penitentiary at lic lands by the United States anil
amounts to $121,040.78.
The other
Santa Fe, N. M.
Judgment was entered in the dis- is derived from the sale of school sec
tions
trict court sentencing defendant to
by the state land department
imprisonment for a full term of two and equals $5450. Both funds are on
years and to pay the costs of prosecu- deposit in various banks of the state
tion, and ordered further that defend- and are drawing interest which ave
ant should remove forthwith from the rages a little better than 5 per cent.
Territory of New Mexico and that It might also be mentioned that becommitment should not issue as long fore the end of the present month both
as he should re,nain absent fro
e funds will probably be augmented by
Increases from land sales, and the
territory.
increase is estimated ln both funds at

2, 1913.

xt&ysj Lamps

The light of the Rayo Lamp is best for your eyes
and its

appearance makes it an ornament in a room.
Lighted without removing chimney or shade.
Easy to clean and rewick.
At all dealers.
Denver
Cheyenne

ffsb-.-

Pueblo
Butte

n

.

Blind asylum
Deaf and Dumb asylum

Reform

school

Boise

Alh,,n.rn,,

Salt Lake City

nect with the Santa Fe from the north

946.94

Military Institute
Penitentiary
Miners' Hospital
Agricultural College
Insane Asylum
Char- Penal, Reformatory
Uable
Capitol
University
Normal School
Normal University
Permanent reservoirs
School of Mines
Spanish American Normal..
Santa Fe and Grant County
Bonds

936.47 and No. 1.0's time has been changed
809.01
from 5:35 p. m. to 7 p. m. in order to
785.37
connect with the incoming train from
768.96
Silver City,
749.13
631.48
564.51
279.41
201 40
127.45
127.44
; 138.06
116.53
75.60
'
67.00
54.32

Changes at Demlng.
Due to the efforts of the state corporation commission, the time of Nos.
9 and id C.'i the S. P. at Demlng have
been changed.-- . No. 9 has been delayed 15 miuutes at Demin& bo as to con

-

'

j
'

HATS
A Fine Christmas Gift

Handsome Plumes,

pF'nncvor

Ostrich, which will make an

cles I carry will make Xmas gifts

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST-CORNE-

PLAZA.

R

Chinese Lilv Bulbs
15 Cents a Piece

The Clarendon Garden,
PHONE 12

SANTA FE, N. M

it kf the box

of nearly all dealers

GO TO
EEACHMAN.

MIGNARDOT

They Believve

In

HDW CO.

"FiThe Reliable Hardware Store.

Always Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,

$54,-19-

AND

MODERN
ALWAYS
LARGE

LOBBY

AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

sou

PORCH

and ROCKERS

Ample facilities forlnrge
and small banquets.

PLAN.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 bp.
Room Without Bath. SI. 00 Up.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.
:

Sol

UFaLFA seed.

Agants For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

All kiads of flowers, garden

4

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and packs

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Hhon

Black"

45

LEO HERSCH

Phone

45

i;

sent by the box of twenty
packages a hundred sticks
a hundred hours of joy is a
gift they'll keep on enjoying
long after other gifts are put
aside. Nearly all dealers will
gladly sell it at above price!

"The Beneficial Confection" is
sure to please old and young.
It's ideal for holidays because
it's delicious aid to appetite
and digestion.

pass-red-

Service and Cuisine
t.hn Hest in the. Citv

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

cents

WRIGLEYS

'

the "Golden Rule All Ways."

CAUTION!
The great popularity of

tne District court
of said county directing the issuance
Black of a commitment because of a violation of the terms of the order upon
which commitment was withheld, and
Dy

over $10,000.

apportionment of 53 cents has
been decided upon by the state educational department, and has been fi
gured ont for every county except Luna, and as soon aa the census from
An

the

clean, pure, healthful

WRIGLEYS
is causing unscrupulous per
sons to wrap rank imitations
that are not even real chewing
gum so they resemble genuine

WRIGLEYS.

The better

class of stores will not try to
fool you with these imitations.

They will be offered to you
principally by street fakirs,
peddlers and the candy departments of some 5 and 10 cent
stores. These rank imitations
cost dealers one cent a package
or even less and are sold to
careless people for almost any
price.

If you want Wrlgley's
look befcro yczs buy.
Get what you

Be

oraer was mane

ele-

gant gift; also many other arti-

j

...THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaction of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need In the Hardware Line,
STORE Is complete,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good- This is not a "knock," It's a "warning."

!

BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,

en-b- y

hEf

I

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated in Colorado)

-

ai--
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-

PhoneNo- -

ANDREWS

'from Eddy county.
The decisions
were as follows:
W. K. Rogers, Appellee,
vs. Kemp
Lumber Co., Appellant. From Chaves
county.
Appellee instituted suit before the
justice of the peace In Chaves county
jto recover the sum of $N5, alleged to
be due him from the appellant as attorney's fees. In the justice of the
'peace court appellant plead to the
jurisdiction of the justice of the peace
which was overruled, declining to
plead further, judgment was entered
in favor of appellee. On appeal to
the district court the jurisdiction of
the district court was conceded by
appellant and the judgment of the justice court and the case was after trial
De Novo after overruling the motion
of appellee to affirm the judgment of
the justice court which court entered
judgment in favor of the appellee.

sentenced has elapsed since the sentence was imposed.
Askren and Gilbert for petitioner.
Ira L. Grimshaw, assistant attorney
general, for state.
The State of New Mexico Appellant,
vs. John Coats, et al., Appellees. From
Sierra County.
This is an appeal brought by the
state from a judgment of the justice
of the peace assessing tne costs upon
the prosecuting witness for malicious-- j
ly prosecuting a case and without
probable cause," which costs were
assessed against Bledsoe and from
wuicn oraer ue appeaieu to uie uim- rict court. In the district court tlie
state filed a motion to dismiss the :
peal, on the ground that the district
court, whs without jurisdiction to try
the case, because no appeal could be
taken from the judgment of the justice of the peace. The court overruled
the motion and called the case for
trial, and the state offering no evidence, a judgment was entered discharging Bledsoe from the payment
of the costs of the case. From such
judgment the slate appeals and predicates error.
Judgment of the court below af-

TUESDAY,

SURE it's

imiKGILEXrS

W mre Inserting the above caution soMr to protect our customer, who
arsciMithrmlty wrltin
they were WIKUTl
u that they have bow deceived hy imimwnn which they purchratj tfr:-t- in

pay

form

